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1 Introduction 

Census 2012- Round 18: Counting together to make a difference! 

This year the annual census of the MRC/Wits Rural Public Health and Health Transitions 
Research Unit (Agincourt) will have the normal structure of other years plus special modules 
on Labour Status, Education Status and Temporary Migration. In addition to the normal 
census form and the special modules, an additional question on epilepsy has been re-
introduced for this year only. We have included the extra identifier (EI) page that was 
introduced during the 2011 census 

The structure of the census consists on the populated Census Form interview, which 
updates the general information of all individuals in the household, and event forms namely 
Deaths, Pregnancy Outcomes, Migrations, Migration Reconciliation, Union Change, Baseline 
and New Union and Maternity History. The EI page will capture additional names, surnames, 
and cell phone numbers. 

The Migration Reconciliation (MR) team will work on matching internal migrations that have 
occurred in the last year and that have been identified during this year’s census. The MR 
guidelines have been changed to reflect improvements and MR will be a major focus of the 
2012 census.  

The “Wits/Agincourt Fieldworker Guidelines” is a document that brings together all of the 
information needed for fieldworkers to collect quality, accurate data.  

This document is divided into sixteen chapters. The second chapter covers primary 
guidelines used to complete all forms. The third chapter covers information needed to 
complete a populated and blank Census Form and orientates one on how to solve special 
situations that you, as a fieldworker, can face in the field. This chapter also tries to attract 
fieldworker’s attention to the important points they need to know in order to collect 
information in the correct way. The fourth chapter discusses the populated and blank extra 
identifier form. The fifth chapter presents the Death Form; the sixth chapter presents the 
Pregnancy Outcome Form; the seventh presents the Migration Form; the eighth presents the 
Migration Reconciliation Forms; the ninth presents the Union Status which covers two forms: 
the Baseline and New Union Status form and the Union Change Event Form; the tenth 
presents the Maternity History Form.  

This year’s modules are presented in chapter eleven (Education Status Module), chapter 
twelve (Epilepsy Status), thirteen (Labour Status Module), and fourteen (Temporary 
Migration Module). Chapter fifteen provides information on how to update maps, while the 
final chapter (Chapter Sixteen) is a list of checks that should be used by fieldworkers, 
supervisors and quality checkers before sending the questionnaire to the data section to be 
entered.  

The data that we collect during the annual census is of utmost importance to our 
communities, our province, and our nation and will inform decisions and educate leaders on 
the situation in rural South Africa. The data that is contained in the health and demographic 
information system will help governmental and non-governmental organisations, including 
the community itself, become aware of the real health and population issues and help them 
to address these issues.  

We are motivated by the fact that our work can positively change our communities. You, as a 
fieldworker, play an instrumental role in this important endeavour. We hope that you will 
work hard and collect good, quality data; furthermore, we hope that you will find this census 
a rewarding experience because by counting together, we CAN make a difference!  

Best wishes and good luck,        Ryan Wagner and F. Xavier Gómez-Olivé 
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2 General Guidelines  

2.1 Primary guidelines 

WHEN ANSWERING A QUESTION, BESIDES THE OPTIONS APPEARING IN THE 

QUESTIONNAIRES AND THE ANSWERS FROM THE RESPONDENT, YOU HAVE TO 

KEEP IN MIND THAT THERE ARE ALWAYS THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS: 

 Q – Meaning unassigned and needing review. 

 X – Meaning absolutely unknown / unobtainable. 

 “ - “ – Use the hyphen when the question does not apply. 

 ASK AND FILL IN ALL QUESTIONS DURING THE INTERVIEW. 

 DO NOT LEAVE ANY QUESTION EMPTY IN THE FIELD.  

 REMEMBER TO USE CAPITAL LETTERS. 

 INTRODUCE YOURSELF AND THE PROJECT IN A WAY THE THAT 

RESPONDENT FEELS COMFORTABLE. 

 BE SURE THE RESPONDENT KNOWS OUR CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY. 

 MAKE TIME FOR THE RESPONDENT TO ASK QUESTIONS. 

 USE THE NOTE BOOKS TO TAKE NOTE OF INTERESTING QUESTIONS AND 

ALL PROBLEMS THAT YOU NEED TO REPORT TO YOUR SUPERVISOR. 

 SORT AND STAPLE TOGETHER ALL FORMS FROM THE SAME HOUSE 

BEFORE LEAVING THE HOUSE. 

 CHECK THE PACKET OF FORMS AT THE FIELD OFFICES ON THE SAME DAY 

YOU DID THE INTERVIEW. 

 CORRECTING WHAT IS WRITTEN (in black pen with your code and date): 

- Mistakes while completing the questionnaire should be double barred and the 

correct answer written on the side. 

- Errors that need a revisit or come from QC should be double barred and the 

correct answer written on the side. 

- Corrections of the Populated Census form should be done by highlighting what is 

written and writing the correct answer on the side. 

  “UNNAMED” + “MOTHER SURNAME”: USE THIS NAME FOR THOSE CHILDREN 

WAITING FOR THEIR FATHER TO COME AND GIVE THEM A NAME. NEXT YEAR 

WE WILL RECORD THE FINAL NAME OF THE CHILD. 

 ALL HOUSEHOLDS MUST HAVE ALL POPULATED MODULE FORMS 

COMPLETED. IN CASE THERE IS NO RESPONDENT COMPLETE THE FORM 

WITH X. 
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2.2 Approaching the dwelling/household 

Observing the culture of the people where the research is being conducted is one of the 

critical skills the fieldworker should possess. It is therefore important that fieldworker have 

proper orientations about the culture, norms and values of the people they have to interview 

in order to collect valid data.  

The following are some of the factors to be considered when fieldworkers enter the 

household – based on the observed culture of the people living in the Agincourt field site. 

 Use the official entrance/ gate 

 Greet whoever is in the household 

 Wait to be shown where to sit 

 Wear a smile/look happy 

 Use the local language  

a) How to introduce yourself to the household members/respondents 

The way the fieldworker introduces her/himself has important implications in building 

rapport/trust with the respondent. This is an example of how the fieldworker should introduce 

him/herself to respondent: 

“My name is Fikile Nkuna from Lillydale. I work for the Agincourt Health and Population Unit, 

a Wits University research Programme based in Agincourt village.” 

Go on to introduce the Unit, aim of your visit and objectives. This will enable the respondent 

to trust you and answer your questions freely.  

b) How to introduce the Unit – its aims and objectives 

Introducing the Unit involves explaining to the respondent the aim of your visit by explaining 

these procedures. 

The MRC Wits/Agincourt Unit is involved in gathering data in 27 (research) villages of the 

study area. The baseline (first household visits) was done in 1992. These data are updated 

yearly, where changes like births, deaths and migrations in the household are recorded. We 

obtain such information by visiting all of the households in the study area annually, where we 

interview some of the household members in order to update the data.  
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We are interested in this data as it helps us to understand the changes in these villages over 

time (during the last 20 years). For example, we can compare the number of children born in 

1993 to the number of children born in 2003 and this information tells us something about 

the community.  

c) Choosing the best respondent & obtaining verbal consent 

After introducing yourself and the unit, establish who could be your best respondent in the 

household and ask for consent to continue with the interview. 

 Ask who is the most knowledgeable person about family members is. 

 Ask the person if s/he has anything that needs to be clarified before you start the 

interview. 

 Negotiate time with the respondent. 

 Clarify any misunderstanding. 

 For any sensitive information, (e.g. contraception usage or marital history) ensure 

that you interview the relevant person privately. 

 Assure the respondent that s/he is answering the questions at her/his freewill and 

that refusing to continue with the interview will in no way cause harm to her/him 

or her/his family. 

 Assure the respondent that they are free to stop the interview at any time for any 

reason. 

 Assure the respondent that the information disclosed by her/him will be kept 

confidential. 

 Let the respondent know that if they have any questions about the yearly update 

of household information for the health and socio-demographic surveillance 

system, you can contact the Agincourt Research Manager Xavier Gómez-Olivé 

(English speakers) at 013 795 5076 or the Agincourt Site Manager Jeffrey Tibane 

(Shangaan speakers) at 013 709 0003. 

 If the respondent is concerned about the census, the methods being used, or the 

questions being asked and would rather talk to somebody who is independent of 

the MRC Wits/Agincourt Unit, s/he can contact the head of the Wits Ethics 

Committee, Profess Peter Cleaton-Jones, at 011 717 1234 or 011 717 2604. His 

responsibility is to help protect the rights of research respondents.  
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 Ask the respondent if it is okay to continue with the interview. This serves as 

‘verbal consent’. If the respondent agrees, begin the interview. 

 

d) What to do after interview? 

Thank the respondent for his/her cooperation. 

Again, ask if s/he has any questions for you. 

In case you filled in a Death form or an Epilepsy form, tell the respondent that another field 

worker will be visiting the family to collect further information in the coming weeks.  

 

2.3 Data reliability and factors that could affect data quality 

Data reliability is critical, and it should be every field worker’s goal. It is therefore important to 

know the factors that could affect data reliability and act in a manner to capture the best 

quality data. Experience has shown that the following factors could negatively affect data 

reliability. 

 If the fieldworker does not know her/his work well e.g. understanding the census 

guidelines & decision rules. 

 Fieldworker/respondent fatigue. 

 If the respondent has limited knowledge about the dates of birth, educational 

levels, or the cell phone numbers of the members of the family. 

 If data is collected from the neighbour. 

 If the fieldworker does not understand the aims and purpose of the research. 

 If the weather is very hot. 

As such, these instances should be avoided in order to insure the collection of accurate 

data. 

 

2.4 How to interact with the community 

Social relationship involves a number of ground rules the fieldworker has to observe when 

interacting with community members. It is therefore important to know what “TO DO” or 

“NOT TO DO” when working in a particular community.  
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DO’S. 

 Know the language of a particular community. 

 Appreciate their norms and values. 

 Dress appropriately. 

 Show respect. 

 Exhibit self-esteem. 

 Show interpersonal skill/good social relationship. 

 Avoid leading questions. 

DO NOT’S. 

 Drink alcohol while you are working. 

 Address your problems at wrong people. 

 Raise expectations in the community. 

 Assume that the respondent knows the purpose of your visit. 

 Be judgemental. 

 Be aggressive/ threaten your respondent. 

 Falisfy information when a respondent is unable to respond. 

2.5 Order of forms to be completed 

a) Update the Populated Census Form, including the epilepsy question. (Alternatively, 

complete the blank Census Form when necessary.) 

b) Complete the Extra Identifier Census Form. (Alternatively, complete the blank Extra 

Identifier Census Form when necessary.) 

c) Complete the Labour Status Module in each household. (Alternatively, complete the 

blank Labour Status Module when necessary.) 

d) Complete the Education Status Module form in each household. (Alternatively, 

complete the blank Education Status Module when necessary.) 

e) Complete the Temporary Migration Module form in each household for each 

individual who was NOT a permanent resident in the preceding 12 months (when 

RESSTATUS = M or O). 

f) Fill-in the event forms: Death forms, Pregnancy Outcome forms, Migration forms, 

Migration Reconciliation or Union Change Event forms following the explanation 

written in the Event Forms Guidelines section. 

g) Complete a Baseline or New Union Status form for any former union or for a new 

union has been formed. The particular target is any new person over aged 12 years 

who has moved into the study site from outside the study site (external in-migrant). 
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h) Complete a Maternity History form for any women between 12 and 49 years of age 

who in-migrated from outside the study area following the guidelines. 

i) Complete the SEEDS questionnaire, questions C1-C6, leaving the remainder of the 

form blank (will be completed by SEEDS fieldworker).  
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3 Census Form 

3.1 Procedure to complete a Populated Census form 

The following section describes the approach for best obtaining information from each 

household. 

a) Enter household; create a trusting atmosphere; introduce yourself and explain the 

purpose of the visit and briefly introduce the project (See Section 2.2.b of the previous 

chapter); respond to any questions.  

b) Choose the most suitable person in the household to be the respondent (See Section 

2.2c). Make an arrow () on the left hand margin of the names list to indicate the 

respondent. If the respondent is from another household (e.g. neighbour), write his or her 

name and whom s/he is in the space provided for comments on the back of the form. 

c) Inform the respondent that you will need identity documentation for some people in the 

household after the interview. 

d) Start the census interview.  

 Using the census form and reviewing the last census information 

a) Fill in the Date of Visit and you 4-number fieldworker code at the top left corner of the 

form. Make sure that the date is within the census period. 

b) Use the date of last visit and last respondent’s id (printed on the top left corner of the 

form) to refer to previous visit. 

c) Call each person by name and using the household head relation information. 

d) Check which people are flagged for special modules to be sure you do not miss any of 

them. (This includes individuals whose names are greyed as this should prompt you to 

probe for an out-migration of this individual.) 

e) Check carefully for every person (FOR ALL INFORMATION LISTED BELOW PLEASE 

MARK THE INCORRECT INFORMATION WITH A HIGHLIGHTER AND THEN WRITE 

THE CORRECT INFORMATION WITH A BLACK PEN): 

1) Name and Surname: read the name and check if it is correct. 

2) Gender: check if the correct gender is written on the form. 

 M = Male; F= Female 

In the national ID the seventh digit indicates the gender of the person. If the digit is 0 

to 4 indicates the person is Female; if the digit is from 5 to 9 the person is Male. DO 

NOT always match the gender with the seventh digit of the national ID. This should 

only be done when the gender is wrong but is correct in the national ID.  
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In case that both national ID and gender are correct but different just write a capital C 

close to the National ID (for example a man that has a National ID with female as 

gender). 

 

3) Date of Birth: check if the date of birth is correct. When possible use an official 

document (e.g. ID book, birth certificate, Road To Health card). Do not always match 

the date of birth with the first six digits of the national ID. This should only be done 

when the DOB is wrong and the national ID is correct.  

In case that both national ID and DOB are correct but different just write a capital C 

close to the DOB (For example, the DOB in the census is correct but wrong on the 

National ID). 

4) Mother ID 

Once it is known whose mother lives in the same household check that the Mother ID 

written on the form is the one that actually corresponds to the mother. In case the 

Mother ID is empty fill in the space with the Mother ID with black pen.  

For all mothers, check the difference between the ages of each mother and child. 

Firstly, check the MOTHER ID, secondly check the mother’s DOB. Lastly check the 

child’s DOB; if the difference is less than 12 years or greater than 49 look for the 

problem. Also check that one mother does not have two children that were born less 

than 9 months apart (unless pregnancy outcome was multiple live births, eg twins, 

triplets, etc). If there is a case where two children were born less than 9 months 

apart, ask whether the children are twins. If they are not, ask for the date of births of 

both children and correct the problem. 

5) Mother Status  

Ask whether his/her mother is alive and if so where she lives. If there is any change 

compared to the information on the Census Form, fill in the mother status column using 

the following codes: 

 H: mother is in the same Household 

 V: mother is in the same Village 

 A: mother is in the Agincourt area (study site. See page 51) 

 B: mother is in the Bushbuckridge area (See page 51) 

 E: mother is Elsewhere (See pages 51 and 52) 

 D: mother is Dead 
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Only correct (by highlighting) the MOTHER ID when it is wrong, not because the mother 

has moved or died. 

If Mother status is Q in the populated census form the fieldworker has to ask again 

her status to the respondent and update. 

6) Father ID 

Once it is known whose father lives in the same household, check that the Father ID 

written on the form is the one that actually corresponds to the father. In case the 

Father ID is empty fill in the space with the Father ID with black pen.  

 For all fathers check the difference between the ages of each father and child. 

Firstly, check the FATHER ID, secondly check father’s DOB, lastly check 

child’s DOB. If the difference is less than 12 years look for the problem. 

7) Father Status  

Ask whether his/her biological father is alive and if so where does he lives. If there is any 

change compared with the information on the Census Form fill in the father status 

column using the following codes: 

 H: father is in the same Household 

 V: father is in the same Village 

 A: father is in the Agincourt area (study site. See page 51) 

 B: father is in the Bushbuckridge area (See page 51) 

 E: father is Elsewhere (See pages 51 and 52) 

 D: father is Dead 

Only highlight the FATHER ID when is wrong, not because the father has moved or died. 

If Father status is Q in the populated census form the fieldworker has to ask again 

his status to the respondent and update. 

8) Household Head Relation  

Check whether the household head is the same as in the last census and the 

relationships are correct. If there is a change in household head, first identify the new 

household head and then adjust relationships to new household head. Write the new 

household head relation in the next column (titled: ‘New HH Rel’). The codes used to 

fill in this column are listed below. The universal kinship terms and abbreviations 

used by social scientists will be applied to relate all members of the household to the 

household head: 
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 T (Household head): is the person who is identified as the head by the senior 

women in the household. The household head could be a permanent 

resident, a migrant worker, the elder son of a migrant, the wife of a migrant, 

or, if a single parent family, the mother. Note both male and female household 

heads are coded T. 

 M = Mother 

 F = Father 

 B = Brother 

 Z = Sister 

 S = Son (Do not confuse Z for sister and S for son) 

 D = Daughter 

 H = Husband (Check that there is a Current Union completed) 

 W = Wife (or W1, W2 indicates the order of wives for polygamous marriages) 

(Check that there is a Current Union completed) 

 U= unrelated individual to the household head 

 R= related indirectly through marriage (meaning more than three steps or 

codes) 

All kinship relations are represented by combinations of letters. 

 An uncle/malume is the mother’s brother = MB or the father’s brother = FB 

 Cousin/mzala is the mother’s brother’s son = MBS or the father’s brother’s 

son = FBS. 

9) Refugee /Mozambican status 

For current household members the Refugee status should not change but for new 

household members we need to know the Refugee/ citizen status 

 Refugee (Y) = persons from Mozambique who entered SA before 1993 (true 

refugee). 

 Mozambican (M) = persons from Mozambique who entered SA during or after 

1993.  

 South African citizen (N)  

 Other (O) = persons from a country other than Mozambique or SA.  
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For children, if both parents are Mozambican, then the child is Mozambican. If the child 

has mixed parentage, then a patriarchal system will be followed where the child takes on 

the status of his/her father: 

 If both parents are M then the child is M 

 If the father is Y or M and the mother N then the child is M 

 If the father is N and the mother is M or Y then the child is N 

 If both parents are Y and a child came with them the child is also Y; but, if 

both parents are Y and the child was born in South Africa, the child is an M. 

10) Months of residence (RESMONTHS) 

Ask for each individual: ‘How many months were you present at home in the last 

twelve months?’ The number of months must be rounded up to an integer, e.g. if a 

person was at home for 0 to 30 days out of the previous year, the RESMONTHS 

variable would be 1, regardless of how these days were distributed over the year; if 

s/he was at home between 31 days and two months, the RESMONTHS variable 

would be 2, and so on. Record the number of months in the RESMONTHS column 

for each member. 

11) Residence Status (RESSTATUS) 

 Fill the RESSTATUS column based on the RESMONTHS value plus the following 

considerations:  

 Permanent - P: if RESMONTHS >6 and <=12. 

 Permanent - P: a child who was born or in-migrated prior to this year’s census 

and the household informant considers his/her residence permanent, 

regardless of the number of RESMONTHS 

 Migrant - M: if  RESMONTHS <=6 and the reason is work-related 

 Other - O: if  RESMONTHS <= 6 and the reason is not work-related 

 Additional codes to use for children’s RESSTATUS O: If the temporary 

migrant is under 18 and the RESSTATUS code should be ‘O’, ask the reason 

why the child moved and write one of the following codes:  

 E for education;  

 C for care/support; 

 W for migrated with a parent. 
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 Visitor - V: if a person was living in the household at the time of the census, 

but is not considered part of the household and is not residing in the study 

site. 

 

12) Last Child Or Pregnancy 

The last child or pregnancy field is used to probe for pregnancies that might not be 

recorded by the DSS.  

If there is a name printed for a woman, ask: “Has ‘woman’s name’ been pregnant since 

‘last child’s name’ was born?” If she has been pregnant then put a P in the last event 

column. This means you must do a Pregnancy Outcome form.  

If there is a date but not a name in the column ‘Last child or Pregnancy’ this means there 

was not a live born child, but there was a pregnancy. In that case ask: “Has ‘woman’s 

name’ been pregnant since the pregnancy that ended in ‘state the year of last 

pregnancy?” (Obtain from the census form). 

If there is the word “Probe” in that column it means that there is no record of a pregnancy 

for this woman although she is between 12 and 49 years old, inclusive. Insist about the 

possibility of this woman having had a pregnancy. In case you find she had a 

pregnancy or baby in the past year, complete a Pregnancy Outcome Form. In the 

case where she had a baby prior to that, but the baby was born within the site, 

complete a Pregnancy Outcome Form and alert the supervisor to a missed event.  

If there is P____MMM (where MMM stands for the first three letters of a month) or P___ 

it means that during the 2011 census the woman reported that she was pregnant and 

was expecting to deliver on the month represented by MMM. This means you must do a 

Pregnancy Outcome form.  

 

13) Pregnancy Status 

Ask this question for all women between 12 and 49: ‘Is “NAME” pregnant?’ 

 Response in the ‘Preg Status’ column on the census form 

Y= Yes, currently pregnant or N= No, not currently pregnant/don’t know 

 

14)  Expected Delivery Month 

If Current Pregnancy is ‘Yes’, ask, ‘In which month is the baby due?’ 
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 Response: Record the month of expected delivery using the first three letters 

of the month (MMM). Probe for the closest expected delivery month or 

estimate this based on available information. 

15)  Maternity History Coverage 

This question is to identify whether or not a woman has had a Maternity History form 

filled in or whether she needs one. Maternity History coverage can have one of the three 

values, C, F and M, which will be pre-printed onto the Census form based in the situation 

in the database. These codes relate to whether data on Maternity History form has been 

collected or whether the form is not needed for reasons of eligibility, including age, sex 

and whether or not a woman has had a pregnancy. 

 ‘C’ - (covered, forms not needed). The Maternity History form is not required 

and nothing needs to be done.  

  ‘F’ – (Forms completed). The necessary Maternity History form has been 

done for this person. Nothing needs to be done. 

 ‘M’ – (Missing, forms needed). The Maternity History form needs to be done. 

Complete a Maternity History form and put a ‘M’ in the Last Event 

column (this implies the Maternity History form is done in the interview). 

 “-“ – (Dash, forms not needed). This is the case of a male or if the woman is 

an internal, in-migrant. 

In case of an empty box, that means there is no information whether Maternity History 

form has been completed or not.   

Field worker has to write: i) F when completes the Maternity History form; ii) dash if the 

person is a male or a women who is an internal migrant; iii) C if the woman is not of 

childbearing age (not between 12 and 49 years of age, inclusive). 

For new entrants into the DSS, what do we put for Maternity History Coverage? 

Rule 1. For an internal in-migration (from an origin within the study site) put a dash in the 

Maternity History Coverage field. We will match the person up with their Maternity 

History records during migration reconciliation. If the person in the dwelling of origin does 

not have Maternity History status (i.e. the MH form is missing), then the Maternity History 

Coverage field would contain an ‘M’ (pre-printed onto the following year’s Census forms). 

This will be matched at the same time the person is matched and the ‘M’ will appear for 

this woman on the following year Census Form.  

Rule 2. For an external in-migrant put a ‘C’ if no maternity history is necessary (no 

pregnancies, or the female is not between 12 and 49 years of age, inclusive); or put an 
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‘F’ if the form has been done. In this last case write a ‘M’ in the Last Event column. This 

will lead to the Maternity History form being done and attached in the census packet. 

Note the main action is to do a Maternity History form with women of reproductive age 

coming into the site for the first time.  

In the case of an in-migrant male write ‘-‘ on Maternity History column. 

16)  Union Status  

The Current Union Status as recorded on the database appears on the Census form. 

Ask for each person whether the union status reflected on the form is still correct. If the 

union status has changed then write a ‘U’ in the LAST EVENT column. This is an 

indication that you must complete a Union Change Event form for each person whose 

status has changed.  

17) Union Historical Status coverage 

This question is to identify whether or not an adult over age 12 has had a Baseline and 

New Union Status form filled in or whether he or she needs one. For those that do not 

have any information yet, this column will be printed with an “M” on it. All of them need 

updated information. 

For people that have information on their Union History, the data is pre-printed onto the 

Census form as “C” or “F”.  

Union History has one of these three values, which relate to whether data on earlier 

unions is covered, or the person is single:  

 ‘C’ - (covered, forms not needed). The Baseline & New Union Status form is 

not required (SINGLE) and nothing needs to be done.  

  ‘F’ – (Forms completed). The necessary Baseline & New Union Status form 

has been done for this person. Nothing needs to be done. 

 ‘M’ – (Missing, forms needed). The baseline data needs to be done. Put a B 

in the last events column (this implies the Baseline and New Union form is 

done in the interview). 

The ‘Baseline and New Union Status’ form captures the opening and closing of unions 

that ended prior to the current union status and any new unions that have opened since 

the union status displayed on the Census form. For any baseline or new union required 

write a B in the ‘LAST EVENT’ column. A Baseline and New Union Status form is 

required if the person is an in-migrant older than 12 years of age that has moved into the 

study site from outside the study site; or if a new union has been formed. 
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For new entrants into the DSS, what do we put for Historical fields? 

Rule 1. For an internal in-migration (from an origin within the study site) put a dash in the 

Union History field. We will match the person with their union records during migration 

reconciliation. If the person in the dwelling of origin does not have a baseline union 

status (i.e. the baseline union is missing), then the Union Historical Coverage field would 

contain an M (pre-printed onto the following year’s Census forms).  

This will be matched at the same time the person is matched and the ‘M’ will appear the 

following year on the populated Census Form.  

Rule 2. For an external in-migrant put a C if no Union Status form is necessary, the case 

of children under 12 years, or an F if the form needs to be done and write a B in the last 

events column. This will lead to the Baseline and New Union Status form being done and 

attached in the census packet. 

Note the main action is to do a Baseline and New Union Status form with adults coming 

into the site for the first time.  

Union Status will show all current unions. Sometimes there is no name with the union 

code. In these cases, complete the space with the Census ID of the partner. 

18) Type of Grant 

This question is to identify whether or not the listed individual’s name is currently 

attached to or linked with any government-sponsored grant. It does not matter whether 

the individual actually receives the grant money (though most will), the question is 

addressing whether or not there is a grant associated with that individual. To identify 

whether or not an individual is receiving a grant the question can be asked: “Is there any 

grant in ‘insert name’ name?” If yes, follow up by asking ‘Which type of grant does ‘insert 

name’ have?’ The types and descriptions of grants that an individual can receive are 

listed below. 

 ‘A’ – Aid Grant: received by an individual who is already receiving an old age 

grant, a war veteran’s grant or a disability grant, yet is still unable to care for 

oneself, such that one still requires fulltime care from someone else. 

 ‘S’- Child Support Grant: received on behalf of an individual, less than 18 

years of age. Grant amount: R280 

 ‘F’- Foster Care Grant: grant received on behalf of an individual who has been 

removed from their biological parents and placed in a foster care setting by 

the judicial system. Grant amount ~R740 
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 ‘I’- Disability Grant: grant received by individuals 18 years or older who,, 

because of physical or mental handicap, are unable to work. Grant amount: 

~R1220 

 ‘D’- Care Dependency: childhood form of disability grant; received on behalf 

of an individual older than 1, but less than 18 years old who has a mental or 

physical handicap that requires them to have full-time care. Grant amount: 

~R12200 

 ‘Z’- Old Age grant: grant received by an individual older than 60 years of age. 

Grant amount: R1220 

 ‘C’- Social Relief of Distress Grant: grant of varying amount received by an 

individual who is unable to meet their’s or their families’ most basic needs. 

The amount of the grant varies.  

 ‘W’ War veterans grant: grant received by an individual who is older than 60 

(or younger than 60, but unable to work due to a physical or mental handicap) 

and served in the first, second, or Korean War. Grant amount ~R1220 

As an example, Saul Khoza’s mother Linda applied for a Child Support Grant in Saul’s 

name. Now, each month Linda receives the R280 in child support. On the census form, 

under the grant type for Saul, a ‘S’ should be written to indicate that a Child Support Grant is 

received and this grant is in his name even though his mother applied for the grant. 

 

19)  National ID Number  

At the end of the interview ask the respondent to go and fetch the identity documents of 

all those we do not have the ID number for and especially for new immigrants. You can 

use the best ID document for each person (ID book, birth certificate, driver’s license). 

Explain why we are collecting the national ID number. We collect information about 

identity documents because it helps to evaluate the efforts of Home Affairs to provide 

documents. Please note that we never give a person’s ID number out, but we only give 

aggregated data in a report (for example: what percentage of households have no 

documentation?). This means the information will be confidential and we will keep it safe. 

In addition (if a person needs more information), we are collecting ID numbers to create 

the potential to evaluate the health system in the future. Any such development would be 

done after discussion with representative community members. 
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Ask if it is OK to record the national ID number on the Census form. Unless the person 

objects, write the national ID number from the identity document onto the Census form. 

For refusals write “9” on the National ID Number box. 

In those cases where the person does not have the national ID or s/he is a temporary 

migrant and not available at the time of the interview write a dash on the ID number 

column and then answer the ID source column as needed depending on the reason why 

the national ID number is not recorded. 

 ID Doc source 

Record the document that is the source of the ID number 

 B = Birth certificate 

 I = ID Book 

 D = Drivers license 

 E = Exists, not available 

 N = No ID number 

 O = Other source 

20) Epilepsy 

Ask respondent “Do you have fits or has anyone ever told you that you have fits”. 

Shangaan translation: “Xana u na mavabyi ya ku wa, kumbe u’nwana u thsama a ku 

byela leswaku u na mavabyi ya ku wa?” 

Options are: 

 Y = Yes 

 N = No 

       Then ask “and……(name of the next household member)” 

            “and……(name of the next household member)” 

        until the information has been collected for each household member. 

 If any household member has the ‘Yes’ optioned marked, fill in the identification section   

of the SEEDS questionnaire for that person (refer to Chapter 16). 

 

21) Last Event column 

Fill in following the codes:  

N = No event; P = Pregnancy Outcome; D = Death; I = In Migration; 
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O = Out Migration; U = Union change; B = Baseline and New Union form; M = Maternity 

History 

 Determine whether s/he still lives here or not and consequently fill in the 

LAST EVENT column with “D” or “O” for Death or Out-migration.  

 Ask if there has been a pregnancy in the last year.  Ask every woman at 

child bearing age (12-49) where NO child’s name is written on the Last Child 

column of the form: “Have you ever had a live birth or a still birth or abortion?” 

 If “YES”, fill in “P” for “Pregnancy Outcome” in the LAST EVENT 

column. 

 Earlier, we discussed probing for pregnancies where you ask every woman 

where a child’s name is written on the Last Child column of the form: “Since 

the birth of (read the written name of the child) have you had a live birth, still 

birth, or abortion?”  

 If “YES”, fill in “P” for “Pregnancy Outcome” in the LAST EVENT 

column. 

 Earlier we also discussed asking about changes in union status which will 

result in “U” in LAST EVENT column for Union Change Event form or “B” for  

Baseline and New Union Status form.  

 In case of multiple events occurring to a same person, record all of them as a 

string in the LAST EVENT column. For example, a woman that had a baby 

and then died should have “P + D” on the Last Event column. 

 

22)  New member in the household 

Ask about NEW members in the household. When you find there is a new member that 

the respondent says s/he is a formal new member in the household fill the space for new 

members at the bottom of the form as follows: 

 Clearly write his/her name and surname with CAPITAL LETTERS. 

 Fill in the rows for each new immigrant following the rules written above: 

Gender, DOB, DOB estimated, Mother ID, Mother Status, Father ID, Father 

Status, Household Head relation, Refugee, Residence Months, Residence 

Status, Education Status, Pregnancy status, Expected delivery month, 

Maternity History, Union History, National ID number, ID doc source, 

Epilepsy. 
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 Complete the LAST EVENT column (e.g. “I”, “I + P”, “I + D”, “I + O”, “I + U”).  

 Put M in the LAST EVENT column when a maternity history form needs to be 

completed (“I + M”) 

 For all mothers check the difference between the ages of each mother and 

child. Firstly, check the MOTHER ID, secondly check the mother’s DOB, and 

finally check the child’s DOB. If the difference is less than 12 years or greater 

than 49 then look for the problem 

23)  Complete the forms check-list.  

Count the different event forms required in the LAST EVENT column and write the totals 

in the check-list boxes at the top of the form. The check box for Migration Reconciliation 

now combines in-and out-migrations, so add up the number of migrations in total and 

that is the number to go into the check-box. 

In case an event form was not completed fill with zeros (“0”) in the space provided for 

this form. 

3.2 Procedure to complete a non-populated Census form 

A. If you enter a completely new dwelling structure then: 

a) Complete a blank Census form following the same instructions used for new members, 

except that you have to fill in the form in the top space of the form and not in the “New 

members” table. Use the numbers on the left column starting with number “1”. Use the 

numbers of this column as Individual ID while filling in the form. 

b) Use the new dwelling number as indicated on the map or obtain the new number from 

your supervisor. Write the number using four number digits on the left and, when 

necessary, a letter on the right. In case there is no letter, use a dash to fill the last space 

on the right. ALWAYS use this system of writing dwelling numbers when you have five 

spaces to fill in. 

c) Complete a Migration form to in-migrate each household member. 

d) Complete any events forms. 

 

B. If you enter an existing household where the occupants have changed (i.e. old 

family moved out and new family moved in) then: 

a) Correct the Populated Census form for old dwelling members.  
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b) Complete a Migration form to out-migrate the household that moved out (you may need 

to talk to the neighbours to help you with this) and any Death forms. In the case they 

moved within the Agincourt area inform your supervisor.  

c) Complete a blank Census Form, as discussed in the section above (Section A) and 

record the existing dwelling number (number appearing on the populated Census Form 

with the old dwelling members) of the upper left portion of the form, where space is 

provided. 

d) Don’t allocate a new dwelling number (the existing dwelling number must stay with the 

house). 

e) Complete a Migration Form to in-migrate each new household member.  

f) Complete any event forms for in-migrants. 

3.3 Special situations working with Census forms 

3.3.1 Multiple households in the same dwelling 

This is the situation where more than one household is living in the same dwelling structure, 

e.g. a boarding house where households are in the same building, using the same main 

door. The different households need different Census forms, but each Census form must 

have the same village code and dwelling number. It is important to mark both forms with a 

comment that says “Two households in the same dwelling”. This will notify the data typists. 

Also make sure the households are not given different dwelling numbers on the map.  

A totally different situation is where two households are living close together (e.g. on the 

same stand or in a work compound) but they are independent one from the other. This case 

is dealt with by having a unique dwelling number for each household. 

3.3.2 Household members do not appear on the Census form 

After the first census, a person can only enter the database by birth (with a Pregnancy 

Outcome form) or by in-migration (with a Migration form). A missing household member 

must be added in the following way: 

a) If the person became resident after the first census but was missed in previous rounds, 

s/he should be counted as a proper in-migrant with the proper place of origin and proper 

motivation (this is a missed in-migrant), i.e. fill-in the Migration form as normal but the 

date of migration would fall between 1992 and the year before the present round. 

b) If the person is an infant born in the last two years and the mother says the child was 

born in the site then we can complete a Pregnancy Outcome Form and the child will 

enter the DSS by birth. (This is a missed birth).  
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c) A missed child that is older than two years: ask the family if the child was born in this 

household. If yes, do a Pregnancy Outcome Form. If not, complete a Migration Form to 

in-migrate the child.  

d) Always inform your supervisor when you find this kind of cases. 

3.3.3  Non-household members appear on the Census form 

A person can only leave the database by a death (with a Death form) or an out-migration 

(with a Migration form). If a non-household member appears on the Census form then: 

a) If the person has never been resident since the first census, s/he should be counted as 

an out-migrant with no place of destination and NEVER RESIDENT as the motivation 

(this is a false resident) in the Migration form. 

b) If the person was resident in an earlier census but left prior to the last round, fill in a 

Migration form and s/he should be counted as an out-migrant with the proper place of 

destination and the proper reason for moving (this is a missed out-migrant). 

c) If the person died prior to the last round a death form should be completed (this is a 

missed death). 

d) Always inform your supervisor when you find this kind of cases. 

3.3.4 Duplicate entries on census form 

If a duplicate entry appears use a migration form to out-migrate one as a false resident (see 

above) and DUPLICATE RESIDENT (DR) as the main reason. Decide with your supervisor 

which of you has the record with the most correct information. Then, leave the record that 

has the most correct information. Make a note on the form to check whether the duplication 

was a computer error. 

Always inform your supervisor when you find this kind of cases. 

3.3.5 ‘Old’ Household but no census form available, and household is on the supervision 

form 

a) The supervisor should check that all census forms exist before giving them to the 

fieldworker but if you are in this situation notify your supervisor who will get the form re-

printed as soon as possible. 

b) Revisit with the newly printed form. 
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3.3.6 ‘Old’ Household but no census form available, and household is NOT on the 

supervision form 

a) If you do not have a census form for a house that is allocated to you then complete a 

new census form.  

b) In-migrate the whole household with the reason NF=no census form.  

c) Complete the event forms as usual. 

d) Always inform your supervisor when you find this kind of cases.  

3.4 General Information 

3.4.1 Omission of events forms 

Be very careful about checking that all the event forms are completed and attached to the 

census form. Use the census form check boxes placed on the centre top of the census form 

to double check. 

3.4.2 Blank entries/missing information 

1. For a field that is not applicable fill-in a dash (-) (e.g. on the Pregnancy outcome form 

the question “If Yes, back to school?” When actually the mother is NOT a scholar). 

2. For applicable fields, ALWAYS get an answer and write the relevant codes on the 

appropriate box. If this is not possible then: 

o Where the answer is unobtainable enter “X”. 

o Where the respondent is unsure or doubtful about the answer enter “X”. This 

may be the case, for example, if you are not interviewing the relevant 

respondent (e.g. the mother in the case of a birth).  

o Any form with a ‘Q’ will need to be rechecked at a later stage. This indicates 

that a field re-visit is necessary, prior to the form being submitted to the 

supervisor.   

Therefore, BLANKS are NOT acceptable on your forms. 

3.4.3 Double/multiple events 

1. A newborn that died should have both a birth form and a death form (and VA form, 

ultimately). 

2. A person who migrated into a household and then died should have both a migration 

form and a death form. 
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3. A person who migrated into a household and then out again in the period between 

two censuses should have two migration forms, one for the in-migration and one for 

the out-migration. 

Note: when you complete two forms for one individual, one will be an entry form 

(birth, in-migration) and the other an exit form (death, out-migration). 

3.4.4 Use of annotations 

When in doubt about anything, use the space available at the bottom of the form to make 

comments. These are very valuable for discussion and for when data queries arise. 

3.4.5 Recording queries and questions 

As an interviewer, people will ask you many questions and will make lots of comments. 

Please, where you judge these to be important, note them together with your response so 

that we can discuss them in our meetings and keep a record of them. They are an important 

part of the process of data collection. 

3.4.6 Recording dates 

Make every effort to establish an individual’s date of birth and event dates. Record all dates 

using the format year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). 

If provided, use the historical calendar to estimate dates. 

3.4.7 Revisits 

There are different possibilities that will lead on a second visit: 

o If no-one is at home in a household at the time of a visit; ask the neighbour 

when they will be at home and revisit according to the information. 

o If an appropriate respondent is not at home at the time of a visit then ask to 

the available person when one will be at home. 

In both cases record the information on the census form and indicate to your supervisor. 

A minimum of two revisits is required to decide a household has no respondent. If after these 

two visits household members are still not available, then interview the neighbour, 

registering his/her information on the census form as explained above. 

For birth and maternity history interview the specific woman as far as possible. If you do not 

find her after two revisits, use a proxy informant. 
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3.4.8 Household head has more than one household 

If a household head has two households (or more), ask where he spends most of his time 

and include him in that household. The other household must record another head of 

household. 

3.4.9 Child moves between households 

If a child moves between his/her mother’s household and another household, the child 

should be a member of the mother’s household even if s/he spends some time in another 

household. 

3.4.10  Residence, Migration and Birth 

This applies mainly to the situation where a mother migrates with a newborn. 

a) If the mother migrates OUT of the field site and is a resident (i.e. a member of the 

household) then the newborn is resident wherever the birth took place and a birth form is 

completed (PREGNANCY OUTCOME FORM for the child). Ask other household 

members to help you with the birth information. 

b) If the mother is NOT resident then the newborn is NOT a resident. (NO FORMS). 

c) If the mother migrates IN to the field-site from outside and delivers the newborn in 

the field-site, the newborn is counted as a birth. (MIGRATION FORM for the mother; 

PREGNANCY OUTCOME FORM for the child). 

d) If the mother delivers before moving in from outside of the field-site, the newborn is 

counted as an in-migrant and NOT a birth. (MIGRATION FORM for the mother; 

MIGRATION FORM for the child). 

e) If the mother and newborn migrate within the field-site complete the birth information 

at the household the mother has moved TO (new HH). This increases the accuracy of 

the information. DO NOT complete a birth form at the household of origin (old HH).  

AT THE NEW HH:  

Ask the mother “when you were last counted in your previous village/household did 

you have the baby?” 

-If NO, the mother delivered after the last census therefore the child is counted as a 

birth. (MIGRATION FORM for the mother; PREGNANCY OUTCOME FORM for the 

child). 
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-If YES, the mother delivered before the last census and the child is counted as an 

in-migrant (birth recorded previously). (MIGRATION FORM for the mother; 

MIGRATION FORM for the child). 

If in doubt, complete a PREGNANCY OUTCOME FORM anyway and make 

appropriate notes for the supervisor. S/He will (to) bring it to the attention of the data 

supervisor. She can then check if the child is already on the database. The field 

supervisor and the data supervisor will together check the information in the 

database before entering the PREGNANCY OUTCOME FORM in the database. 

AT THE OLD HH: 

-Complete an out-migration form for the mother (MIGRATION FORM - mother). 

-The child is an out-migrant ONLY if s/he was born BEFORE the last visit 

(MIGRATION FORM -child). 

-If the child was born AFTER the last visit DO NOT complete ANY FORM (the birth 

will be recorded in the new household) (NO FORM).  

NOTE: In some instances you will encounter the old household first, in others the new 

household first. Always think very carefully about which rules apply in which situation. 

On the final training it was said to collect all forms in the destination house for a child who 

was born between censuses and internally migrated with the mother: 

- In-migration for the mother (out-migration will be done in origin) and migration 

reconciliation. 

- Birth for the child as if born in the origin household 

- Out-migration for the child from the origin household 

- In-migration of the child in the destination household 
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4 Extra Identifiers Census Form 

4.1 Introduction 

In addition to the populated census form, a populated extra identifier form also exists. The 

objective of this form is to capture other identifying information on an individual level. This 

information may later aid in the linking of demographic and health system data. 

4.2 Procedure  

4.2.1 Populated Extra Identifier Census Form 

Like the populated census form, each extra identifiers census form has been pre-populated 

with the name(s), surname(s), and cell phone number(s) of the individuals within the 

household as recorded during last year’s census. The process for completing the extra 

identifiers census form is spelled out below. 

a.) After completing the populated census form, ensure that the village, dwelling and 

names of the household occupants listed on the extra identifier census form match 

with the pre-populated village, dwelling, and names on the populated census form.  

b.) For each pre-populated individual, ask: 

1. Whether this individual is known by any other names or nicknames other than the 

one already listed. Up to thee responses can be recorded in the boxes labeled 

‘Other Name 1’, ‘Other Name 2’, and Other Name 3’. 

2. Whether this individual is known by any other surname other than the one 

already listed. Up to two additional surnames can be recorded in the boxes 

labeled ‘Other Surname 1’ and ‘Other Surname 2’. 

3. Whether this individual owns or is the primary user of a specific cell phone 

number or numbers other than those already listed. Up to two cell phone 

numbers can be recorded as linked with a specific individual. The response to 

this would be recorded in the two boxes, ‘Cell phone number 1’, and ‘Cell phone 

Number 2’.  

4. Ensure that the information collected previously is correct and, in the case 

of cell phones, that the information is still valid. In the case of a lost cell 

phone number, indicate this that number is no longer used by highlighting 

the old number and writing the new number.  

c.) If any in-migrants were identified while completing the populated census form, these 

individuals’ names are transferred to the extra identifiers census form in the same 
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way they were recorded on the populated census form, below the pre-populated 

names. 

d.) Step B, as highlighted above, is then repeated for each in-migrant to ascertain each 

individual’s extra identifiers. 

4.2.2 Blank Extra Identifiers Census Form 

In the case where a blank census form was completed, a blank extra identifiers census form 

must also be completed in the following way: 

a.) All names from the blank census form must be copied onto the blank extra identifiers 

census form.  

b.) Then, for each name written, ask: 

1. Whether this individual is known by any other names or nicknames other than 

the one already listed. Up to thee responses can be recorded in the boxes 

labeled ‘Other Name 1’, ‘Other Name 2’, and Other Name 3’. 

2. Whether this individual is known by any other surname other than the one 

already listed. Up to two additional surnames can be recorded in the boxes 

labeled ‘Other Surname 1’ and ‘Other Surname 2’. 

3. Whether this individual owns or is the primary user of a specific cell phone 

number or numbers. Up to two cell phone numbers can be recorded as linked 

with a specific individual. The response to this would be recorded in the two 

boxes, ‘Cell phone number 1’, and ‘Cell phone Number 2’.  

4.3 General Information 

The following section addresses various issues that may arise while completing both the 

populated and blank extra identifier census form.  

4.3.1 More than 3 names, 2 surnames, and/or 2 cell phone numbers 

If the situation arises where an individual is known by more than 3 names, 2 surnames, or 

has more than two cell phone numbers, record the most common information. For example 

is an individual is known by 5 different names, with 3 names often being used and two used 

by very few people; record the 3 common names, and omit the 2 less common names. Make 

note in the comments section that additional information is available, though not recorded 

due to space limitations. 

4.3.2 One cell phone used by multiple people 

In the case when one cell phone number is used by multiple occupants in the house, record 

that cell phone number to the individual who primarily uses the phone. If you are unable to 

determine whom the primary user of the phone is, then record the cell phone number to 

those who share the use of the cell phone.  
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5 Death Form 

5.1 Introduction 

Ask the respondent whether it has been any death in the household from the last census 

visit. Use the last visit date on the top right corner of the census. If the answer is positive fill 

in a death form.  

The death form has to be filled in for any permanent person, born alive or an in-migrant who 

has died in the period between the present and the last census visit.  

BE SURE YOU ARE WRITING THE CORRECT CENSUS ID NUMBER OF THE 

DECEASED PERSON ON THE FORM. 

If the person died prior to the last round, a death form should be completed (this is a missed 

death).  In this case, the whole census form will be treated as a problematic form and must 

be given to the supervisor.  

Implications for the Verbal Autopsies 

 When you complete the death form a copy should be made automatically. 

 Check that the copy is legible. 

 Hand in the copies to your supervisor together with the completed forms. 

 The Quality Checker must make sure that the original form is given to the verbal 

autopsy team. 

 Explain to the family that the verbal autopsy fieldworker will be coming for an 

interview within a few days. 

 Identify the person the verbal autopsy fieldworker will speak to. S/he should be the 

closest care-giver of the deceased during their last illness. Try to find out if that 

person will be available in the coming days as this would make the VA interview 

much easier. 

 Record the name of the best respondent for the Verbal Autopsy in Q15 of the Death 

Form. This will help to facilitate the VA interview. 

5.2 Objectives 

To capture every death event and its occurring date in the study population. 
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5.3 Questionnaire 

5.3.1 Identification 

A- Village 

Fill in this field with one of the codes of the villages of the Agincourt study area. Write the 

codes on the left top corner of the census form. 

B- Dwelling 

Fill this field with the dwelling number you find on the census form. Use the codes of the left 

top corner of the census form. 

C- Fieldworker 

Write your 4-number fieldworker code. 

D- Visit Date 

Write the date of visit using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill all 

spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07” 

5.3.2 Identification of the dead person 

Q1 – Deceased’s Name and Surname 

Write in capital letters the Name and Surname of the deceased person. 

Q2 – Deceased’s Census ID 

Identify the person who has died and then copy his/her ID number in this box.  

Q3 - Date of death 

Write the date of death using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill 

all spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. Avoid 

estimating dates by asking for the Death Registration/Certificate where you will find the date 

of death. 

Q4 – Date of Death estimated 

If you estimated the date of death write “Y” (Yes) 

If you did not estimate the date of death write “N” (No) 

Q5 - Death in Agincourt area 

Ask the respondent “Did “name of the dead person” die in Agincourt area?”  

Options are: Y – Yes; N - No 
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Q6 - Died at 

Ask the respondent “Where did s/he die?”  Options are: 

 H – Home 

 C - Clinic 

 N – Health Centre 

 + - Hospital 

 V = Accident site 

 O – Other, if the person died in a sibling’s house, on the street but not by 
accident (heart attack) 

Q7 - If hospital, which hospital 

a) In case the respondent says the death was in a hospital ask “Which Hospital?” 

Options are: 

 T – Tintswalo 

 MP – Mapulaneng 

 MT – Matikwane 

 RF – Rob Ferreira 

 PM – Pietersburg-Mankweng 

 O – Other 

Q8 - Specify place of death 

In the case Q6 “Died at” or Q7 “Which Hospital” the answer is “Other”, specify. 

Q9 – Province of death 

Write the code of the Province as follows: 

 NP = Limpopo 

 MP = Mpumalanga 

 GT = Gauteng 

 KN = KwaZulu-Natal 

 FS = Free State 

 EC = Eastern Cape 

 NW = Northwest 

 NC = Northern Cape 

 WC = Western Cape 

In case the person dies outside South Africa, write the country in Q8 and write “XX” in Q9. 

Q10 – Was/did the woman  

ASK ONLY IF DECEASED IS A FEMALE AGED 12 TO 49 YEARS 

This field must only be completed if the GENDER is F and the age of the woman at the time 

of the death is between 12 and 49 both included. Always check this on your form before 

asking this question. 
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 If the dead person does not fulfil the requirements for this question write a 

dash (“-”) in the box. 

 Dead person is a woman aged from 12 to 49 ask this question as follows 

and choosing the correct option: 

o P – Was the woman “Pregnant at the time of death?” 

o D – Did the woman “Died during delivery?” 

o B – Did the woman “Died within 42 days of delivery?” 

o O – When “None of the above” is correct. 

If she died while she was pregnant fill in ONLY death form and be sure that Pregnancy 

status and the month due in the populated census form is filled in. 

Q11 – Was the death registered 

Ask “Was the death registered?” Options are: 

 Y – Yes 

 N - No 

 “NOT FOR DATA ENTRY: INFORMATION FOR VA INTERVIEWER” 

 Q12 - Deceased’s date of birth Copy the Date of birth from the census form. 

Write the date of death using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You 

should fill all spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should 

be “07”. 

 Q13 - Age at death Calculate the age of the deceased person.  

o Years for adults and children (12 months old or older) 

o Months for infants (from 1 month to less than 12 months) 

o Days for newborns (less than 1 month) 

Write a dash (“-”) on the spaces not used. 

 Q14 - Gender Write the gender of the dead person.  

o M – Male 

o F – Female 

 Q15 – VA best respondent’s name Register the name and surname of the best 

respondent to be interviewed by the VA team. 

Q16- Comments 

Write any comments you need to clarify problems you faced filling in the questionnaire or 

that could be important for the data entry. 
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6 Pregnancy Outcome Form 

6.1 Introduction 

Ask all women of reproductive age (12 to 49 years old, inclusive) whether she was pregnant 

during the last census or between the censuses. Ask whether she had an outcome of this 

pregnancy before the present census visit. 

Use this questionnaire whenever you find a woman that says yes to this last question. 

If the mother herself is not available, the field worker can ask her mother or sister. If they do 

not know, and the mother is away, do a revisit. 

(Field workers must be careful to keep her confidence and respect.) 

If a child has been born alive, even if for only a short while, and then dies, both a birth 

form and a death form must be completed. 

6.2 Objectives 

To capture all pregnancy outcomes of all women who have had a pregnancy during the last 

year. It is especially important to emphasise live births with an early death.  

6.3 Definitions 

Woman: is the person that had the pregnancy outcome event. 

Mother: is the woman that had the pregnancy outcome event. 

Live birth: any delivery in which the baby is born alive (cries, moves, breathes or shows any 

other signs of life). 

Still birth: a baby who is born dead during or after the 28th week (seven months) of 

pregnancy. 

Abortion: the following two cases are accepted in the definition of abortion:  

(a) Voluntary termination of pregnancy: when the mother decides to terminate 

her pregnancy before the 28th week (seven months) of pregnancy. 

(b) Spontaneous abortion: when something went wrong during pregnancy and 

the mother had a miscarriage before the 28th week (seven months) of 

pregnancy. 
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6.4 Questionnaire 

6.4.1 Identification 

A- Village 

Fill in this field with one of the codes of the villages of the Agincourt study area. Write the 

codes on the left top corner of the census form. 

B- Dwelling 

Fill this field with the dwelling number you find on the census form. Use the codes of the left 

top corner of the census form. 

C- Fieldworker 

Write your 4-number fieldworker code. 

D- Date of visit 

Write the date of visit using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill all 

spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. 

6.4.2 Mother 

Q1- Mother’s Name and Surname 

Write the name and the surname of the woman who had the pregnancy outcome event. 

Q2 – Mother’s Census ID 

Clearly identify the person you are interviewing as the woman that has had the pregnancy 

outcome event and then copy her census ID number in this box. In the case you are not 

talking directly with the woman that had the pregnancy outcome event check her name and 

surname before writing her census ID number into this box. 

Q3 - Antenatal clinic 

Ask the woman “Did you attend an antenatal clinic run by the Health Service while you were 

pregnant?” Try to certify the answer with the Antenatal Visits Card. Options are: 

 Y – Yes;  

  N - No 

Q4 - If yes, number of antenatal visits 

In case the woman did some visits to the antenatal clinic, ask her “How many times did you 

visit an antenatal clinic while you were pregnant?” Try to certify the answer with the 

Antenatal Visits Card. Complete the questionnaire with the total number of visits. 
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Q5 – What was your last grade/standard completed? 

Ask for the current education status of the woman. Enter the last grade/standard completed 

and NOT the grade/standard the person is currently in if she is still at school. Then fill in the 

code box using the list of codes from the back of the population census form. 

Q6 – Were you a student at the time you became pregnant? 

Ask the woman “Were you a student at the time you became pregnant?”  

Options are: 

Y – Yes  N - No 

Q7 - If Yes in Q6, Are you going back to school? 

If “Yes” on Q6 ask her “Are you going back to school?”  

Options are: 

 Y – Yes 

 N - No 

 I – I intend to 

If “No” on Q6 fill in the box with “-“, meaning this question is not applicable. 

Q8- Was this pregnancy planned? 

This is a situation where either parents or the mother alone deliberately planned to have a 

baby. Ask the woman “Was this pregnancy planned? Options are: 

 Y – Yes 

 N - No 

 O – Other factors were involved 

Q9 - Contraception before 

Ask the woman “Did you use any type of contraceptive at any time prior to this pregnancy?” 

Options are: 

 N – None 

 P – Pill 

 I – Injection 

 L – Loop 

 C – Condom 

 S – Sterilisation 

 T – Traditional 

 M – More than one 

Q10- Contraception after 

Ask the woman “Which kind of contraception are you using or intending to use after 

pregnancy?” Options are: 
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 N – None 

 P – Pill 

 I – Injection 

 L – Loop 

 C – Condom 

 S – Sterilisation 

 T – Traditional 

 M – More than one 

6.4.3 Delivery 

Q11 - Date of delivery 

Write the date of delivery using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should 

fill all spaces so that the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. Avoid 

estimating dates by asking for the Road to Health card of the child where you will find the 

date of birth. 

Q12 – Date of delivery estimated? 

If you estimated the date of birth write “Y” (Yes) 

If you did not estimate the date of birth write “N” (No) 

Q13 - Delivery in Agincourt area? 

Ask the mother “Did you deliver in Agincourt study area?”  

By Study area we mean any of the villages visited during the census. 

Options are: 

Y – Yes  N - No 

Q14 – Where did you deliver? 

Ask the mother “Where did you deliver?” Options are: 

 H – Home 

 C - Clinic 

 N – Health Centre 

 + - Hospital 

 O – Other 
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Q15 - If Q14 is “+”, Which hospital? 

In case she delivered in a hospital ask “Which Hospital?” Options are: 

 T – Tintswalo 

 MP – Mapulaneng 

 MT – Matikwane 

 RF – Rob Ferreira 

 PM – Pietersburg-Mankweng 

 O – Other 

Otherwise write a dash (“-“) in this question. 

Q16 – Who attended the delivery? 

Ask the mother “Who attended the delivery?” If there is more than one attendant, e.g. family 

and community member, the field worker must choose the person most involved in the 

actual delivery. Only one code must be entered. Options are: 

 D – Doctor 

 N - Nurse 

 F - Family member: Refers to a close relative (blood or in-law) well known 

to the pregnant woman and without special expertise. 

 C - Community member: Refers to a local person, unrelated to the 

pregnant woman, who is called into assist with the birth because of her 

expertise. 

 B – Nobody 

 O - Other 

Q17 – Was there any complication at delivery? 

Ask the mother “Was there any complication at delivery?” Options are: 

 N – None 

 C – Caesarean section 

 O – Other. If other, must complete Q18. 

Q18 - If “O” in Q17, Which other complication? 

In the case the woman says there was other complications ask “Which other complication 

did you have?” Write in capital letters the type of complication on the space in the question 

box. 
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6.4.4 Outcome 

Q19 - Outcome 

Write the outcome following the list options below: 

 L – Live birth 

 S – Stillbirth (28 weeks or more) 

 A – Abortion (less than 28 weeks) 

 ML - Multiple Live Births 

 MS – Multiple Still Births 

 MM – Multiple, some still 

Q20 – Number of births 

Q20a - Number stillbirths: write the number of stillbirths from this delivery on the 

space given. 

When there are no stillbirths complete the question with dashes. 

Q20b - Number live births: write the number of live births from this delivery on the 

space given. 

When there are no live births complete the question with dashes. 

Q21- How long did the pregnancy last? 

Ask the mother “How long did the pregnancy last?” Answer can be in months or weeks. 

Answer Pregnancy Duration Type by using the following codes: 

 M – Months 

 W - Weeks 

Fill in the next seven questions for each live birth on this delivery. Pay attention to 

avoid mixing up babies when there is a multiple delivery. 

22 - Baby’s Name and Surname 

Write clearly and in capital letters the Name (Q22a) and the Surname (Q22b) of the baby or 

babies. 

Q23 - Gender 

Ask for the gender of the baby. 

 M – Male; F - Female 

Q24 - Birth weight (kg) 

Write the weight of the baby at birth as reported on the Road to Health Card. If you cannot 

get this information fill it in as “X”. 
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Q25 - Road to Health Card? 

Ask the mother to show you the Road to Health card. Then fill in the space given on the 

table following the list below: 

 Y- when you see the Road to Health 

 N- when the mother says she has no Road to Health for that baby 

 E- when the mother says she has the Road to Health but she is unable to show it  

Q26- Ever breastfed 

Ask the mother “Have you ever breastfed your baby?” Options are: 

 Y- Yes, if she breastfed her baby for at least one day 

 N- No, if she never breastfed her baby. If ‘No’, then skip to Q28. 

Q27 - If Yes, how long? 

Ask this question if Q26 is “Yes”. Options are: 

 B- Still breastfeeding, when the baby is still breastfeeding today.  

o Fill in Q27a with “- -“  

o Fill in Q27b with “B” 

 No. Weeks if less than 1month 

o Fill in Q27a with number of Weeks 

o Fill in Q27b with “W” 

 No. Months if equals or greater than 1month 

o Fill in Q27a with number of Months 

o Fill in Q27b with “M” 

NOTE: the number of breastfeeding months CANNOT exceed the time interval between the 

last visit and the current visit (usually between 12 & 18 months)  

Q28 - Birth registered 

Ask to the mother “Is your baby registered at a government office?” Options are:  

Y – Yes   N – No 
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7 Migration Form 

7.1 Introduction 

This form has to be filled in for each person that enters into a household (in-migration) or 

leaves a household (out-migration) irrespective of age and gender. In the case of an entire 

family migrating together, a migration form must only be completed for the household head. 

7.2 Objectives 

To capture all in- and out-migrations that happened in the area during the last 12 months.  

7.3 Definitions 

In-migrant: a person that is new in a household from the last census and it is accepted by 

the head of the household that s/he intends to stay permanently in that new household. 

Out-migrant: a person that was in the household during the last census and that has moved 

out of that household. 

7.4 Questionnaire 

7.4.1 Identification 

A- Village 

Fill in this field with one of the codes of the villages of the Agincourt study area (page 51). 

Write the codes on the left top corner of the census form. 

B- Dwelling 

Fill this field with the dwelling number you find on the census form. Use the codes of the left 

top corner of the census form. 

C- Fieldworker 

Write your 4-number fieldworker code. 

D- Date of visit 

Write the visit date using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill all 

spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. 

7.4.2 If individual migration 

The next two questions should be answered only if a unique person is in-migrating or out-

migrating. 

Otherwise fill in them with dashes (“-“) as the questions are not applicable. 
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Q1 – Migrant’s Name and Surname 

Write in capital letters the Name and Surname of the person that has migrated. 

Q2 – Migrant’s Census ID 

Clearly identify the person who has migrated and then copy his/her ID number in the space 

provided in the questionnaire. In the case you are not talking directly with the person that 

had the migration event check his/her name and surname before writing his/her ID number 

into the space provided in the questionnaire. 

7.4.3 If entire household migration 

The next three questions should be answered only if the entire household has OUT-migrated 

and everybody has moved to the SAME dwelling. Otherwise fill in them with dashes (“-“) as 

the questions are not applicable. 

Q3 - H/Head Name and Surname 

Write in capital letters the First name and Surname of the Household head where the 

migration event has occurred. 

Q4 - H/Head Census ID 

Once the household head is clearly identified, copy his/her ID number in this box. 

7.4.4 Both individual and household migration 

The rest of the questionnaire has to be always filled in. It refers to both individual and 

household migration. 

Q5 – Did the individual/HH move IN or OUT of the dwelling? 

I: when the movement of an individual or of a household is into the household where 

the interview is taking place. 

O: when the movement of an individual or of a household is out from the household 

where the interview is taking place. 

Q6 – Moved to/from 

This question should be answered with one of the following codes: 

 A – Agincourt area; 

 B – BBR area (Bushbuckridge); 

 P – PWV; 

 U – other urban/industrial;  

 M – Mozambique; 

 O – Other 
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If you are in doubt, ask the respondent ... “Is this place in Bushbuckridge, Gauteng or part of 

the greater Johannesburg/Pretoria area?” If the answer is YES, enter the correct code. If you 

are still not sure, put a note on the migration form, which will guide the supervisor in entering 

an appropriate code. 

See Village Codes (pages 51 and 52) to find the list of villages per code. 

Agincourt Study area = A 

Bushbuckridge area = B Includes all villages outside of the study site within the 

Bushbuckridge District. 

PWV = P Includes all towns found in the Gauteng (old PWV) and Witwatersrand area. 

Other urban/industrial = U 

This includes other smaller urban and industrial areas that do not fall in the Gauteng - 

Johannesburg - Pretoria area.  

Mozambique = M 

Based on discussions with members of the Refugee Project, Mozambicans in this area come 

mainly from 2 provinces and 4 districts all bordering onto SA (see map). 

Please be thorough in checking the places Mozambicans are migrating to and from. Avoid 

just writing Maputo (this is misleading) or Mozambique. You may even want to use the map 

in the field and ask people to indicate where the place is. 

Note: there are very few Mozambicans from Gaza Province in the field-site. 

Other = O 

Basically, any place that you cannot fit into the above categories can be coded “O”. Only use 

“O” once you are sure that the code is NOT “A”,  “P”, “U”, “M” or “B”. Some examples from 

the database are included in the table in page 52. 

Q7 - Move date 

Write down the date the person or the household moved. Use the format year, month and 

day order (YYYY/MM/DD). Write days and months under 10 with a 0 in front of them (i.e. 

“01”) and use four digits for the year. 

Try to get the exact date of the migration. In case the respondent does not know the date, 

write “15” for the day and “06” for the month. If you only know the month, then write “15” for 

the day and the exact number for the month. 
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Q8 - Move date estimated? 

Use the following codes to answer this question: 

 Yes: in the cases that the respondent does not know the exact date of migration and so 

the date written on Q7 is estimated. 

 No: in the cases that the respondent does know the exact date of migration. 

ASK Q9 ONLY IF Q5 = “I” AND Q6 NOT EQUAL “A” 

Q9 - Has the individual lived in the study site since 1992? 

In case of in-migrants from an area outside the Agincourt Area, we need to know if this 

person was ever resident in this area since 1992 to be able to locate him/her in our 

database. 

For these cases ask: Has the individual lived in the study site since 1992? 

Options are: 

 Y = Yes 

 N = No 

FILL IN Q10 AND Q11 IF Q6 = “A”  

Q10 - Village (if in study site) 

Write the answer to that question in this box if the village is in the Study site. Otherwise write 

a dash “-“. Use the codes of the DSS site (In page 51) to answer this question. 

Q11 – Name and Surname of H/Head  

Write the name and surname of the Household head where the migrant is living now. This 

question is only applicable in the case that the person has moved to one of the villages of 

the study site. Otherwise write a dash “-“. 

FILL IN Q12 AND Q13 IF Q6 IS NOT EQUAL TO “A” 

Q12 - Place name (if not in the study site) 

Write the answer to this question in this box if the village is not in the Study site. Otherwise 

write a dash “-“. 

When entering the PLACE NAME avoid using “reef” or “rand” (meaning Witwatersrand), 

rather write the full name of the town/area the person is staying/working in. Always write the 

names of places out in full (avoid Jhb and other abbreviations) and consult the alphabetical 

Place Name list  (See pages 51 and 52) that you have been supplied with for the correct 

spellings of Place Names. 
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Q13 - Province 

Write the name of the Province the person is coming from or going to. 

If the person comes from outside South Africa write “– –“ 

Use the codes of the Province as follows: 

  NP = Limpopo 

 MP = Mpumalanga 

 GT = Gauteng 

 KN = KwaZulu-Natal 

 FS = Free State 

 EC = Eastern Cape 

 NW = Northwest 

 NC = Northern Cape 

 WC = Western Cape 

 

FILL IN 14 FOR ALL MIGRATIONS 

Q14 - Main reason for migration 

Choose one option from the following list to answer this question:  

Main migration reason  

AF – Accompanying family member 

CF- Child returning to parent 

DI – Divorce 

JF – Job found 

JL – Job lost 

LW – Looking for work 

NH – New house 

NM – New marriage 

NR – New Mozam/refugee 

OM – Other marriage reason 

OT – Other reason 

OW – Other work related reason 

PD – Pregnancy/delivery 

RR – Returning Mozam/refugee 

SE – Separated 

SS – School/study 

WI – Widowed 
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DR – Duplicate resident 

MS – Missed individual 

ND – Never resident 

NF – No census form 

 

In those cases where the whole household out-migrated, the household head 

migration form has to have a proper reason for migration and not HH. 

In case two or more siblings are moving, but they are leaving household members behind, 

both of them must have a proper reason of migration. Do not write AF to one of them. 

IF QUESTION 14 = “JF” OR “JL” FILL IN NEXT QUESTION 

Q15 – If migration job related, (JF or JL), sector of work  

In the case of having Job found (JF) or Job lost (JL) as the main reason for migrating, fill in 

this question with one of the following options. Otherwise write a dash “-“. 

A – agriculture 

B – business person 

E – self employed (informal sector) 

G – game reserve 

I – industry 

M – mining 

O – other (specify) 

P – public service (specify) 

S – shop/store personnel 
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IF QUESTION 14 = “DR” FILL IN NEXT TWO QUESTIONS 

Q16 – Duplicate Resident Name 

Write the name and surname of the person duplicated on the Census Form. 

Q17 – Duplicate Resident Census ID 

Once the duplicated person is clearly identified copy his/her census ID in this box. 

IF Q6 = “A” OR Q9 = “Y” FILL IN A MIGRATION RECONCILIATION FORM 

IF Q14 IS “MS’, “NF”, “DR” OR “ND” SEND CENSUS PACKET TO THE SUPERVISOR 

AS A PROBLEMATIC FORM. 
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VILLAGES CODES 

Codes Agincourt area = A  Bushbuckridge area = B  PWV (Gauteng) = P 

01 Agincourt  Alexandria   Boksburg 

02 Croquetlawn  Athol  Boksburg 

03 Cunningmore A  Bushbuckridge  Brakpan 

04 Cunningmore B  Calcutta   Bronkhorstspruit 

05 Huntington  Casteel  Carletonville 

06 Ireagh A  Cottondale  Daveyton 

07 Ireagh B  Dwarsloop  Germiston  

08 Justicia A  GreenValley  Hammanskraal 

09 Kildare A  Hluvukani  Johannesburg  

10 Kildare B  Islington  Kliprivier 

11 Lillydale A  Kajeke  Pretoria  

12 Lillydale B  Manyeleti  Sasolburg 

13 Newington B  Mariti  Soweto  

14 Newington C  Mkhuhlu  Springs 

15 Somerset A  MP Stream  Thembisa 

16 Xanthia  New Forest   Vanderbijlpark 

17 Rholane  Rolle  Vereeniging 

18 Kildare C  Rooiboklaagte   

19 Justicia B  Shangaan Hill   

20 Somerset B  Shatale   

21 Khaya Lami  Thulamahashe   

22 Croquetlawn B  Violet Bank   

23 Belfast  Welverdiend   

24 Dumphries A     

25 Dumphries B     

26 Dumphries C     

27 Ireagh C     

28 Sommerset C     
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VILLAGES CODES 

OTHER URBAN/ 

INDUSTRIAL = U 

 MOZAMBIQUE = M  MOZAMBIQUE = M  OTHER = O 

Barberton   MAPUTO PROVINCE:  GAZA PROVINCE:   Botswana 

Bloemfontein   Magude District:  Massingir District:  Kiepersol 

Cape Town   Mapulangweni  Honuane  Lenyenye 

Delmas  Ntaveni  Macandezulu  Mahushu 

Durban   Matsazane  Mujuba  Swaziland 

Empangeni  Simbe (Daniel)  Gija  Transkei 

Hazyview  Panjane  Chokwe District:   

Hoedspruit  Malaene/Moamba/ 

Nghungwe 

 Pungwene   

Komatipoort  Mahele  Cumbe   

Middleburg  Moamba District:  Candece   

Nelspruit 

 (Kanyamazane, 

Matsulu) 

 Macaene (origin of  

most of the  

Mozambicans in Rhulani) 

    

Phalaborwa  Nquqwe     

Pietersburg  Sabie (need to differentiate 

 with Sabie in Mpumalanga) 

    

Port Elizabeth   Ntavene     

Potchestroom       

Rustenberg       

White River        

Witbank       
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8 Migration Reconciliation Form 

There are two forms to fill in: 

a) In-Migration Reconciliation Form for internal in-migrants, i.e. people who have moved 

within the study site and for external in-migrants who have lived in the study site 

since 1992.  

b) Out-Migration Reconciliation Form for internal out-migrations. 

For households moving together to a new dwelling complete the Migration Reconciliation 

form for every individual who has migrated. A person who in or out migrated at a different 

time to the head should have their own Migration Reconciliation form completed, since they 

could have different dwellings of destination. 

8.1 Identification 

A- Village 

Fill in this field with one of the codes of the villages of the Agincourt study area. Write the 

codes on the left top corner of the census form. 

B- Dwelling 

Fill this field with the dwelling number you find on the census form. Use the codes of the left 

top corner of the census form. 

C- Fieldworker 

Write your 4-number fieldworker code. 

D- Date of visit 

Write the visit date using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill all 

spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. 

8.2 In-Migration Reconciliation Form 

Q1 – Name and Surname 

Write the name and surname of the in-migrant. 

Q2 – Temporary ID 

Copy the number of the left hand side column of the Blank Census Form where the in-

migrant has been registered. For example, if the individual were in the first row their 

temporary ID would be ‘01’. Always use two digits, with 0 as the first digit if the individual is 

migrant 1 through 9 in a household. 
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Kin and Household Origin Members information Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8 

The aim of this section is to capture the name of kin and household members of the 

household of origin. This will be used to confirm the match in the database between the in-

migrant and their former DSS ID. CAPTURE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE TO 

FACILITATE MIGRATION RECONCILIATION. 

Q3 – Mother’s Name and Surname 

Ask, what is the mother’s name and surname? 

Record the Name in 3a and Surname in 3b 

Q4 – Father’s Name and Surname 

Ask, what is the father’s name and surname?  

Record the Name in 4a and Surname in 4b 

Q5 – Spouse’s Name and Surname 

Ask, what is the spouse’s name and surname. This is the husband or (1st) wife in the 

dwelling of origin.  

Record the Name in 5a and Surname in 5b 

Q6 – Name and Surname of household of origin member 

Ask the name and surname of a household of origin member. This must not be one of the 

above.  

Record the Name in 6a and Surname in 6b 

Q7 – Name and Surname of household of origin member 

Ask the name and surname of a second household of origin member. This must not be one 

of the above.  

Record the Name in 7a and Surname in 7b 

Q8 – Name and Surname of household of origin member 

Ask the name and surname of a third household of origin member. This must not be one of 

the above.  

Record the Name in 8a and Surname in 8b 

Q9 and Q10 - Former Names  

List all the names and surnames the migrant used in the past. This will facilitate the match in 

the field and database between the in-migrant and their former DSS ID. Q9.1, Q9.2 and 

Q9.3 are for First Names and Q10.1, Q10.2 and Q10.3 are for Surnames. 
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Migration History  

Make a list with a row for each of the last three residences the individual has lived in, within 

the study site. Just the village is needed, the start and end year of the residence, and the 

name of the household head.  Use a separate row for a residence within the same village if 

the move was made within the village. AGAIN, CAPTURE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS 

POSSIBLE TO FACILITATE MIGRATION RECONCILIATION. 

For each row there is a Q11, Q12, Q13 and Q14. Each row gets a new decimal point, i.e. 

Q11.1, Q12.1, Q13.1, Q14.1 are the question numbers for the first row. 

Q11 - Village code 

Record the village code for the village the person was at that time. 

Q12 – Start Year 

Record the year in which the residence started in that dwelling. 

Q13 – End Year 

Record the year in which the residence ended in that dwelling. 

Q14 Household Head Name 

Write the household head Name and Surname of the dwelling the person was living in. 

Location of Origin 

This section is the main information on the form. Everything else is collected to obtain the 

answers to these questions. These are the coordinates that enable the proper link of the 

destination and origin of each move. We know the destination but we need the origin.  

The fieldworker must complete all the information s/he can. The village and the household 

head name are available from the migration event form.  

Q15 Village of origin 

Copy this information from the Migration form. 

Q16 Dwelling of origin 

Try to find out the number of the dwelling especially if the movement is within the same 

village. Supervisors will help to find dwelling numbers for movements between villages. 
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Q17 Household head name at the place of origin 

Copy this information from the Migration form. 

Q18 Census ID at origin (if field worker knows) 

Try to find out the Census ID number of the migrant at the dwelling of origin especially if the 

movement is within the same village. Supervisors will help to find Census ID numbers for 

movements between villages. 

Migration Reconciliation Result 

This section contains only the two DSS IDs of the same person (in two different residences). 

The left hand DSS ID is the one currently recorded for the person in the DSS. The one on 

the right has been obtained by the migration reconciliation; it is the former DSS ID. These 

two sets of records can then be merged to create only one person at the database. THIS 

WILL BE FILLED IN BY THE DATA ROOM.   

MR Visit information 

Q20 Directions to Dwelling of Origin 

To facilitate the task of the Migration Reconciliation team, census fieldworkers should try to 

identify the household of origin and clearly write the directions to it. 

The rest of the back page of the Migration Reconciliation form will be completed during 

migration reconciliation work. This is the field phase of the Migration Reconciliation that is 

based on the information obtained on the front of the form.  

8.3 Out migration reconciliation form  

Q1 – Name and Surname 

Write the name and surname of the out-migrant. 

Q2 Census ID 

Fill in the Census ID copying it from the Populated Census Form 

Kin and Household Origin Members information Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8 

The aim of this section is to capture the name of kin and household members of the 

household of origin. This will be used to confirm the match in the database between the in-

migrant and their former DSS ID.  

Q3 – Mother’s Name and Surname 

Ask, what is the mother’s name and surname? 
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Record the Name in 3a and Surname in 3b 

Q4 – Father’s Name and Surname 

Ask, what is the father’s name and surname?  

Record the Name in 4a and Surname in 4b 

Q5 – Spouse’s Name and Surname 

Ask, what is the spouse’s name and surname. This is the husband or (1st) wife in the 

dwelling of origin.  

Record the Name in 5a and Surname in 5b 

Q6 – Name and Surname of household of origin member 

Ask the name and surname of a household of origin member. This must not be one of the 

above.  

Record the Name in 6a and Surname in 6b 

Q7 – Name and Surname of household of origin member 

Ask the name and surname of a second household of origin member. This must not be one 

of the above.  

Record the Name in 7a and Surname in 7b 

Q8 – Name and Surname of household of origin member 

Ask the name and surname of a third household of origin member. This must not be one of 

the above.  

Record the Name in 8a and Surname in 8b 

Former names 

Q9 and Q10 - Former Names  

List all the names and surnames the migrant used in the past. This will facilitate the match in 

the database between the in-migrant and their former DSS ID. Q9.1, Q9.2 and Q9.3 are for 

First Names and Q10.1, Q10.2 and Q10.3 are for Surnames. 

Migration History  

Make a list with a row for each of the last three residences the individual has lived in, within 

the study site. Just the village is needed, the start and end year of the residence, and the 

name of the household head.  Use a separate row for a residence within the same village if 

the move was made within the village. 

For each row there is a Q11, Q12, Q13 and Q14. Each row gets a new decimal point, i.e. 

Q11.1, Q12.1, Q13.1, Q14.1 are the question numbers for the first row. 
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Q11 - Village code 

Record the village code for the village the person was at that time. 

Q12 – Start Year 

Record the year in which the residence started in that dwelling. 

Q13 – End Year 

Record the year in which the residence ended in that dwelling. 

Q14 Household Head Name 

Write the household head Name and Surname of the dwelling the person was living in. 

Q15 to Q18 

These questions should be answered by copying the information from the Populated Census 

Form 

Back of Out-migration Reconciliation Form 

Q20 Directions to Dwelling of Destination 

In order to assist the migration reconciliation fieldworker, attempt to record detailed 

instructions that will facilitate the identification of the household of destination. Either the 

Migration Reconciliation fieldworker or a data typist will complete the remainder of the 

backside of the Out-Migration Reconciliation Form. 

IN THE 2012 CENSUS MIGRATION RECONCILIATION WILL BE PART OF THE CENSUS 

ROUND.  

PLEASE WRITE ALL INFORMATION CLEARLY AND COMPLETELY TO AID IN THE 

MIGRATION RECONCILIATION PROCESS. 
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9 Union Status: Union Change Event form and Baseline and New 

Union Status form 

9.1 Introduction 

Previously we have collected data on marital status for every person of the study area over 

age 12 years. The marital status of each individual recorded in the previous round has to be 

updated. Moreover, we need to collect a new baseline, or historical union form on each new 

in-migrant over age 12 in the study population. The union change form will be used during 

following rounds to record changes in marital status. The main idea is to have reliable and 

relevant information that will allow us to know the marital status of the whole population at a 

point in time. Besides, it will help us to establish the evolution of changes in marital status in 

the community on a longitudinal basis. 

Nuptiality information is important for public health planning and social well-being. The 

information is crucial to describe the exposure of the women to first sexual relation and this 

relates to strong changes in fertility behaviour. Moreover, it is fundamental to measure the 

risk of the population to sexual transmitted diseases. On the other hand, we will be able to 

calculate the proportion of marriages, of married people, of remarriage, and formation and 

dissolution of families and households, among others. 

9.2 Definitions 

Union: it is the case where two people are living together. It will be used as the criteria of 

creating a new household rather than the time the couple is living together to accept a union. 

Marital status: are the different statuses that a person can have by living or stopping to live 

with another person. 

Single: it’s the marital status of a person that has never been married or lived with another 

person. 

Married (Formal marriage): it’s the marital status where a single person has fulfilled all the 

requirements for a community (social, religious, legal) to recognise that s/he is permanently 

sharing her/his life with this person. Subsequently, married can also be used to define the 

relationship of a legally married couple who has separated, though not legally, and has now 

reconciled.  

Informal Union: it’s the marital status where a person is living with someone else without 

fulfilling any requirement. 
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Widowed: it’s the marital status where a person has finished the marriage or union because 

of the death of the partner. 

Divorced: it’s the marital status where a person has finished a union with his/her partner by 

going to the court or lawyer and getting all documents that formalise the end that union 

doing a socially accepted ceremony that will ends that union (e.g., when the woman’s family 

is paying back the Lobola to the husband’s family. In this case the woman is called Xivuya 

(divorced) 

Separated: It’s a marital status where a person has finished an informal union or where 

individuals in a formal union have separated, though still remain legally married.  

Remarried: it’s the marital status where a person has reinitiated a marriage after being 

widowed or divorced. 

All possible changes of marital status are: 

A new union only starts with Marriage, Informal Union or Remarried.  

The end of a union can only be Widowed, Divorce, Separation, or Marriage (in the case 

where a separated, though legally married couple, reconcile). 

9.3 Strategy for capturing unions 

1. The current union status of every person in the database is printed on the census form.  

2. There is a field called Union History, which is aimed to assist the fieldworker in knowing 

when to do the Baseline and New Union form. The question is to identify whether or not an 

adult over age 12 has had a Baseline and New Union form filled in or whether s/he needs 

one. The data is pre-printed onto the census form C, F and M. Union History has one of 

these three values, which relate to whether data on earlier unions is covered, or the person 

is not eligible for (children under 12 years). 

 ‘C’ - (covered, forms not needed). The baseline union form is not 

required and nothing needs to be done.  

 ‘F’ – (Forms completed). The necessary Baseline and New Union form 

has been done for this person. Nothing needs to be done 

 ‘M’ – (Missing, forms needed). The baseline data needs to be done. 

Put a B in the last events column (this implies the Baseline and New 

Union form is done in the interview). 
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3. Union History for in-migrants 

For new entrants into the DSS, what do we put for Union History? 

For an internal in-migration (from a destination within the study site) put a dash in the Union 

History field. We will match the person up with their Union records in the earlier residence. If 

the person in the dwelling of origin does not have a baseline union status (i.e. the baseline 

union is missing), then the Union History field would contain an M (pre-printed onto the 

following year’s census forms). 

For an external in-migrant put a “C” if no union status form is necessary, the case of children 

under 12 years of age; put an “F” if the form needs to be done and write a “B” in the Last 

Event column. This will lead to the form being done and attached in the census packet. 

4. If there has been a change in the union status appearing on the population census form 

then the Union Change Event form needs to be completed. 

5. If there has been a change in marital status be sure not to miss an associated migration 

that requires a migration reconciliation form (i.e. for an internal migration).  

6. If there has been the death of a spouse be sure to capture the end of the union (i.e. close 

the union) as the person is becoming a widow. 

7. If there has been a pregnancy ask if the woman who was pregnant was staying with the 

father of the child. If yes, then ask whether they have been married or had an informal union, 

and complete a Baseline and New Union Status form. 

9.4 Baseline and New Union Status form 

Whom to include? 

The aim of this form is either to record an earlier union or one that has ended prior to the 

recorded current status. The Baseline and New Union Status form should be completed 

when a union has existed that is not printed on the population form. Another need for the 

form is if a person has “M” printed in the in the Union Historical Coverage. Include any 

external in-migrant over the age of 12. 

Try to interview the woman as the respondent and the man as the partner. 

Identification 

Complete the fields: village code, dwelling number, fieldworker code number, visit date. 
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Union Respondent 

Q1 - Respondent’s name and surname. 

Ask the respondent their Name and Surname and record in 1a for Name and 1b for 

Surname. 

Q2 – Respondent’s Census ID 

Identify the person correctly and get his/her Census ID from the census form. 

Q3 - How many times have you been married/informal union? 

Ask how many times this person has been part of a marriage or informal union in all his/her 

life. 

Q4 Rank of this union. 

Taking into account that the first union in a person’s life has the rank of one, the second 

union is number 2, etc, complete this question related to the number of union you are 

collecting information from. 

Union Partner  

Q5 – Partner’s Name and Surname 

Ask the respondent their Name and Surname and record in 5a for Name and 5b for 

Surname. 

Q6 - Partner’s Census ID 

Identify the person correctly and get his/her Census ID from the census form. 

Q7 - Partner’s Sex 

Fill in the question with the partner’s gender. Options are: 

M = male; F = female 

Q8 - Partner’s Date of Birth 

Write the partner’s Date of Birth using the format year, month, day (YYYY/MM/DD). 

Q9 Where did you live just after the start of this marriage/informal union? 

If this is in the study site enter the village code. This information will help reconciliation of the 

records in the database. Otherwise write “00”. 
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Start of Union 

Q10 – When did this marriage/informal union start? 

Give the start date start of the union using the format year, month, day (YYYY/MM/DD). 

Q11 – At the time you started this union, which was your marital status? 

Ask to know which was the marital status of the person at the time s/he started the union? 

Responses are: 

1 = married; 5= informal union; 6 = remarried; 9 = No response 

FOLLOW ARROWS TO GUIDE YOU TO THE NEXT QUESTION 

Q12 – Was Lobola paid? 

Responses are: 1 = Yes; 2 = No. 

Q13 - Was there a religious ceremony? 

Responses are: 1 = Yes; 2 = No. 

Q14 - Was the marriage registered at the magistrate? 

Responses are: 1 = Yes; 2 = No. 

Q15 - Are you living together most of the time? 

Responses are: 1= Yes; 2=Weekly or weekend visit; 3= monthly visits; 4= holidays, special 

occasions; 5=other cases. 

End of Union 

Q16 - Did this marriage/informal union finish? 

Responses are: 1 = Yes; 2 = No. 

FOLLOW ARROWS TO GUIDE YOU TO THE NEXT QUESTION 

If the union is finished then ask the two questions about the end of the union. 

Q17 - When did this marriage/informal union finish? 

Write the date using format year, month, day (YYYY/MM/DD). 

Q18 - What ended the union? 

Ask which the reason why the union was finished was. 

Responses are: 1 = widowed; 2=divorced; 3=separated; 4=marriage 
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9.5 Union Change Event form: Questionnaire to be used when current 

marital status has changed. 

Whom to include? 

The aim of this form is to cover all unions that have changed from the union status 

appearing on the population census form.  

Try to interview the woman as the respondent and the man as the partner. 

Identification 

Complete the fields: village code, dwelling number, fieldworker code number and visit date. 

Union Respondent 

Q1 - Respondent’s Name and Surname.  

Ask the respondent his/her name: record it in 1a; then ask his/her surname: record it in 1b. 

Q2 – Respondent’s Census ID 

Identify the person correctly and get his/her Census ID from the census form. 

Union Partner 

Q5 - Partner’s Name and Surname 

Ask the respondent his/her name: record it in 5a; then ask his/her surname: record it in 5b. 

Q6 - Partner’s Census ID 

Identify the person correctly and get his/her Census ID from the census form. 

End of Union  

Q17 - When did this marriage/informal union finish? 

Write the date using format year, month, day (YYYY/MM/DD). 

Q18 - What ended the union? 

Ask which the reason why the union was finished was. 

Responses are: 1 = widowed; 2=divorced; 3=separated; 4=marriage 
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10 Maternity History Form 

10.1 Introduction 

The census aims to have the complete childbirth history of all mothers in the Agincourt study 

area. Previous censuses have collected this data. Therefore, a maternity history form should 

only be completed for non-internal, in-migrant females and mothers missed in the past 

whose age is between 12 – 49 years old, both included, at the time of the visit. 

Children not listed on the household census form must be included here. 

If the mother has moved without the children ask whether she has been registered with her 

children on their old house. 

10.2 Objectives 

 Assure that we have the full fertility history of all mothers in the study population. 

10.3 Questionnaire 

Ask to female in-migrants from outside the Agincourt Area or to any other woman 

between 12 – 49 years, inclusive, you may have missed previously: 

 Do you have any children who are not living in this household? 

 Do you have any children who have died? 

 Have you had any still births? 

If the answer is “YES” to any of these questions open a Maternity History questionnaire. 

10.3.1 Identification 

A- Village 

Fill in this field with one of the codes of the villages of the Agincourt study area. Write the 

codes on the left top corner of the census form. 

B- Dwelling 

Fulfil this field with the dwelling number you find on the census form. Use the codes of the 

left top corner of the census form. 

C- Fieldworker 

Write your 4-number fieldworker code. 

D- Date of visit 

Write the date of visit using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill all 

spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. 
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10.3.2 Identification of the mother 

Q1 – Mother’s Name and Surname 

Write in capital letters the name (1a) and surname (1b) of the mother. 

Q2- Mother Census ID 

Clearly identify the mother and then copy her ID number in this box. In the case you are not 

talking directly with the mother check her name and surname before writing her ID number 

into this box. 

10.3.3 Identification of the children 

For any single pregnancy outcome the women have had during her life ask the following 

questions: 

Q3 - Name of First Child 

Write in capital letters the name and surname of the child. 

Q4 - DOB (Date of birth) 

Write the date of birth using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill 

all spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. Avoid 

estimating dates by asking for the Road to Health Card of the child where you will find the 

date of birth. 

Q5 - Sex 

Write the gender of the child using the following codes: 

M – Male 

F – Female 

Q6 - Outcome of the pregnancy 

Write the pregnancy outcome following the list options below: 

 L – Live birth 

 S – Stillbirth (28 weeks or more). Skip to Q11 

 A – Abortion (less than 28 weeks). Skip to Q11 

Q7 – Number of children born from his pregnancy 

Write down the number of children born from that pregnancy. 

Q8 – Is the child Living or dead 

Write whether the child is: 
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 L – Living; D – Dead 

Q9- If L in Q8, where is s/he living now? 

 In the case the child is “Living” ask the respondent “where is s/he living now?” 

and fill in this question with one of the code listed below: 

o V – Same village 

o A – Agincourt area 

o B – BBR (Bushbuckridge) area 

o E – Elsewhere 

 In the case the child is “Dead” fill in the question with a dash (“-“). 

Q10 - If “D” in Q8, how old was the child at the time of the death 

 In the case the child is “Dead” ask the respondent “how old was the child at the 

time of death?” and answer this question as explained below: 

o  In days if less than 1 month 

o  In months if equals or greater than 1 month and less than 1 year 

o In years, if equals or greater than 1 year 

 In the case the child is “Living” fill in the question with a dash (“-“). 

(Age at death units): Write the following initials in the 10b box depending on which time units 

where used in Q10a: 

D = Days; M = Months; Y = Years 

Q11 - Name of Second Child 

Write in capital letters the name and surname of the child. 

Q12 - DOB (Date of birth) 

Write the date of birth using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill 

all spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. Avoid 

estimating dates by asking for the Road to Health Card of the child where you will find the 

date of birth. 

Q13 - Sex 

Write the gender of the child using the following codes: 

M – Male 

F – Female 

Q14 - Outcome of the pregnancy 

Write the pregnancy outcome following the list options below: 
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 L – Live birth 

 S – Stillbirth (28 weeks or more). Skip to Q19 

 A – Abortion (less than 28 weeks). Skip to Q19 

Q15 – Number of children born from this pregnancy 

Write down the number of children born from that pregnancy. 

Q16 – Is the child living or dead 

Write whether the child is: 

 L – Living; D – Dead 

Q17- If L in Q16, where is s/he living now? 

 In the case the child is “Living” ask the respondent “where is s/he living now?” 

and fill in this question with one of the code listed below: 

o V – Same village 

o A – Agincourt area 

o B – BBR (Bushbuckridge) area 

o E – Elsewhere 

 In the case the child is “Dead” fill in the question with a dash (“-“). 

Q18 - If “D” in Q16, how old was the child at the time of the death 

 In the case the child is “Dead” ask the respondent “how old was the child at the 

time of death?” and answer this question as explained below: 

o  In days if less than 1 month 

o  In months if equals or greater than 1 month and less than 1 year 

o In years, if equals or greater than 1 year 

 In the case the child is “Living” fill in the question with a dash (“-“). 

(Age at death units): Write the following initials in this box depending on which time units 

where used in Q18: D = Days; M = Months; Y = Years 

Q19 - Name of Third Child 

Write in capital letters the name and surname of the child. 

Q20 - DOB (Date of birth) 

Write the date of birth using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill 

all spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. Avoid 

estimating dates by asking for the Road to Health Card of the child where you will find the 

date of birth. 
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Q21 - Sex 

Write the gender of the child using the following codes:  

M – Male   

F – Female 

Q22 - Outcome of the pregnancy 

Write the pregnancy outcome following the list options below: 

 L – Live birth 

 S – Stillbirth (28 weeks or more). Skip to next child or end questionnaire 

 A – Abortion (less than 28 weeks). Skip to next child or end questionnaire 

Q23 – Number of children born from his pregnancy 

Write down the number of children born from that pregnancy. 

Q24 – Is the child Living or dead 

Write whether the child is:  

L – Living; D – Dead 

Q25- If L in Q24, where is s/he living now? 

 In the case the child is “Living” ask the respondent “where is s/he living now?” 

and fill in this question with one of the code listed below: 

o V – Same village 

o A – Agincourt area 

o B – BBR (Bushbuckridge) area 

o E – Elsewhere 

 In the case the child is “Dead” fill in the question with a dash (“-“). 

Q26 - If “D” in Q24, how old was the child at the time of the death 

 In the case the child is “Dead” ask the respondent “how old was the child at the 

time of death?” and answer this question as explained below: 

o  In days if less than 1 month 

o  In months if equals or greater than 1 month and less than 1 year 

o In years, if equals or greater than 1 year 

 In the case the child is “Living” fill in the question with a dash (“-“). 

(Age at death units): Write the following initials in this box depending on which time units 

where used in Q26: 
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D = Days; M = Months; Y = Years 

In the event that the mother has more than 3 children, open a new Maternity History Form 

and change Q3, Q11 and Q19 to read Name of Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Child respectively. 
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Modules 

11  Education Status Module 

11.1 Who is eligible to go onto the form? 

a. This module will be completed on every individual currently residing in the field site. 

b. The form will give a pre-populated table with the details of name, gender and age of every 

person who was current during the 2011 census.  If name and ID of household member is 

not printed on the form, fieldworker must add the member to the list. For an in-migrant or 

birth, fill in the sequence number instead of ID number. 

11.2 Questionnaire 

Complete the following questions for each individual: 

Question 1. What is the highest education level completed by the person? 

Use the same coding system as in question 1 above. Add N=None if the person has had no 

education. 

 

Question 2. Person is currently in what grade/level? 

If the child is aged 0-4 years ask, is the child in crèche? 

If the child is 4-6 ask, is the child in pre-school? 

If the person is six or over ask, ‘person is currently in what grade/level?’ 

The responses should be coded according to the same grade classification as the current 

coding system; only, it has been expanded with existing codes on higher education to three 

levels: and two pre-school levels. 

Codes: 

C =crèche; R =preschool; A =grade 1/sub A; B =grade 2/sub B; 1 =grade 3/standard 1; 2 

=grade 4/standard 2; 3 =grade 5/standard 3; 4 =grade 6/standard 4; 5 =grade 7/standard 5; 

6 =grade 8/standard 6; 7 =grade 9/standard 7; 8 =grade 10/standard 8; 9 =grade 

11/standard 9; 0 =grade12/standard 10; L1 = part of a college diploma (at least a year), L2= 

completed diploma; T1=part of a University of technology diploma/degree; T2 =  completed 

university of technology diploma/degree U1=part of a university degree  U2= completed 

university degree.  
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Use a dash ‘-‘ , if a person is not currently in an educational institution 

The codes for higher education have been broken out into six categories: two levels for each 

of three categories: college L1 and 2, Technical universities T 1 and 2, University U 1 and 2. 

The numbers 1 and two refer to whether the degree or diploma has been completed. 1 

means uncompleted degree or diploma, 2 means a completed degree or diploma 

We have added the following codes to refer to the level of ABET (Adult Basic Education and 

Training) training as responses to questions 1 and 2. These levels can be recorded as 

ABET1, ABET2, ABET3, ABET4. 

We have also added the codes for NQF (National Qualification F) N1, N2, N3, N4. 

For Mozambican school codes use the same levels but add an M before the code. 

For example, level 7 becomes M7. 

 

Question 3. What is the name of the school/crèche that is currently being attended?  

Response: Text field (pre-coded with all schools in the field site) 

List of codes for crèches, pre-schools, primary and high schools in the field site is given 

below. If the school is not local   If the educational institution is not listed then write 99 and 

specify by writing the name of the crèche/ school/college, etc..  

Codes to be used for question 3, name of educational institution. List contains crèches, 

pre-schools, primary schools, high schools and other schools in the study population sub-

district.  
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11.3 SCHOOL CODES 2012 

01 
AGINCOURT and  

CROQUET LAWN B 
02 CROQUET LAWN 

01A 

01B 

01C 

01D 

01E 

01F 

01G 

01H 

Dyondzekani Preschool 

Nhlamulo Preschool 

Rivoningo Preschool 

Khayelihle Primary School 

Matsavana Primary School  

Qethswayo Primary School 

Mzila High School 

Ximoyi Khosa High School 

02A 

02B 

02C 

02D 

Ringetani Preschool  

Hlanganani Primary School 

Nembe Mhlaba Primary School 

Luka High School 

03 CUNNINGMOORE A 04 CUNNINGMOORE B 

03A 

03B 

03C 

03D 

03E 

03F 

03G 

Hlomani Preschool 

Kulani Preschool 

Cunningmoore Primary School 

Hokisa Primary School 

Mhlava Khosa Primary School  

Hoyo Hoyo High School 

James Khosa High School 

04A 

04B 

04C 

04D 

04E 

04F 

04G 

Khomisanani Preschool 

Rindzani Preschool 

John Khoza Primary School 

Saringwa Primary School 

Tiyimeleni Primary School 

Hobo High School 

Mchaka High School 

05 HUNTINGTON 06 IREAGH A 

05A 

05B 

05C 

Henna Preschool 

Nungu Preschool  

Hundzukani Primary School 

06A 

06B 

06C 

06D 

Sisimukani Day Care Centre 

Njombo Preschool 

Tiyani Primary School  

Phulani High School 

07 IREAGH B 08 JUSTICIA 

07A 

07B 

07C 

Ireagh B Preschool 

Magudu Primary School 

Ian McKenzie High School 

08A 

08B 

08C 

08D 

08E 

Happy Homes Preschool 

Ntshuxekani Preschool 

Babati Primary School 

Mketse Primary School 

Madlala High School 

09 KILDARE A 10 KILDARE B & C 

09A 

09B 

09C 

09D 

Malamule Preschool 

Tipfuxeni Preschool 

Jan Rikhotso Primary School 

Njonjela Primary School 

10A 

10B 

10C 

10D 

Khomanani Crèche 

Jongilanga Primary School 

N’wankupane Primary School 

Bunny Khosa High School 
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09E 

09F 

Bondzeni High School 

Ngaleni High School 

10E Khayimani Private School 

11 LILLYDALE A 12 LILLYDALE B 

11A 

11B 

11C 

11D 

11E 

11F 

11G 

11H 

Sam Nzima Primary 

Hintekani Preschool 

Humulani Preschool 

Hibemandla Primary School 

Mhlahle Primary School 

Rhandzekile Primary School 

Tshemba Hosi Disabled School 

Hlomani High School 

12A 

12B 

12C 

Mazinyane Preschool 

Vuyelani Primary School 

Mabarhule High School 

13 NEWINGTON B 14 NEWINGTON C 

13A 

13B 

13C 

Phelandaba Preschool 

Manyakatane Primary School 

Machaye High School 

14A 

14B 

Ngwenyeni Preschool 

Gavazana Primary School 

15 SOMERSET A 16 XANTHIA 

15A 

15B 

15C 

15D 

Angelo Matordes Crèche 

Dyondzekani Primary School 

J J. Matsane Primary School 

Madiba High School 

16A 

16B 

16C 

16D 

Sungulani Preschool 

Hluvukani Primary School 

Nkulungwana Primary School 

Xanthia High School 

21 KHAYA LAMI 23 BELFAST 

21A Khayalami Crèche 23A 

23B 

23C 

23D 

Shalamuka Primary School 

Lisbon Farm School 

Homuzeya Primary School 

Mandondo High School 

24 DUMPHRIES A 25 DUMPHRIES B 

24A 

24B  

24C 

Welani Primary School 

Jeremia Crèche 

Ntseveni Crèche 

25A 

25B 

25C 

Mahlahluvana Primary School 

Mawewe High School 

Deyani Crèche 

26 DUMPHRIES C 27 Ireagh C 

26A 

26B 

26C 

Dumphries C Crèche 

Mzilikazi Primary School 

Dumphries High 

  

28 Sommerset C 99 Other 

  99 Other (specify) 
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Question 4. If completed grade 12 or more (codes 0, L1, L2, T1, T2 or U1, U2 in question 

2), was senior certificate written? Response: Y/N (yes/no) 

Question 5. If Yes, what was the outcome?  

Response: F/P/E (fail/ pass/ pass with exemption) 
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12 Epilepsy 

12.1 SEEDS Questionnaire 

Fill in the first section of this questionnaire for every person for whom the ‘Yes’ option was 

recorded in the household.  Fill in a new SEEDS questionnaire for every member of each 

household that had a ‘Yes’ option. 

12.1.1 Identification (found in the top right hand corner of the SEEDS questionnaire) 

Village 

Fill in this field with the codes of the villages of the Agincourt study area. Use the codes of 

the left top corner of the census form. 

Dwelling 

Fill this field with the dwelling number you find on the census form for the household. Use 

the codes from the left top corner of the census form. 

Fieldworker 

Write your 4-number fieldworker code. 

Visit Date 

Write the date of visit using the year, month and day order (YYYY/MM/DD). You should fill all 

spaces so the first day of the month should be “01” and July should be “07”. 

Do not fill in the same four questions as above that you will find at the left of the next section 

– that is for the SEEDs field team to fill in (e.g. their own fieldworker code numbers etc) 

C1 – EPISERV AGIN 2012 

Leave for SEEDS field team to complete 

C2 – Agincourt DSS No.(DSSID) 

Fill in the Agincourt DSS No. (DSSID) for the person that had a ‘yes’ option on the census 

form in the space next to C2 on the right of the page. 
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C3 – Location 

Write the village name in the space next to C3a and the dwelling number from the top left 

hand corner of the census form in the space next to C3b on the right of the page 

C4 - Name and Surname 

Write the name and surname of the person for whom the ‘yes’ option was indicated in the 

space next to C4 on the right of the page 

C5 – Age 

Write the age of the person for whom the ‘yes’ option was indicated in the space next to C5 

on the right of the page 

C6 – Gender 

If the person is a male, write 01 next to C6 on the right of the page and if the person is a 

female, write 02. 

C7 – Interview outcome 

Leave for the SEEDS field team to fill in. 
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13 Labour Status Module 

This form aims to capture information on the work that people do. The name of this aspect of 

demography and public health is labour force participation, hence, the name Labour Form. 

13.1 Introduction to the form: 

Explain the Labour module to the respondent. This is a follow up to research done in 2000, 

2004, and 2008 about who is working and where people work. The summarised findings will 

be presented in a report to the scientific and government policy forums. The aim of this 

module is to describe work patterns for the purpose of policy development and the 

evaluation of government programmes. It should be stressed that we are not service 

providers and the information we provide will be the overall picture for the population. It is 

guaranteed that only aggregate data will be presented in all reports arising from the module. 

Under no circumstances will individual information from the form be divulged to any entity, 

including the government, or any service providers.  

We request that people be really honest when they describe their means of livelihoods. If the 

respondents omit informal work activities they may give a false picture of true needs. 

Therefore, the fieldworker should build up a good trusting atmosphere and carefully probe 

for work activities.  

13.2 Definition of work 

The form is about work, so it is very important that we all use the same definition of work. 

Here is the definition to use: 

Work is an activity that brings resources into the household from outside the 

household.  

Subsistence farming’ and ‘home domestic work’ are therefore excluded from the work 

category, because they do not bring resources into the household from outside. Work can 

therefore be seen roughly as work for pay, although this must include all forms of informal 

selling and home-based production. Selling is definitely a type of work (code 18). Informal 

work includes the popular activities of making or growing food or other object of value, also 

buying and selling goods for profit.   

Using the codes:  

The codes are provided for each question at the bottom of the form as a memory support. 

The codes for ‘type of work’ are especially numerous. Like all the codes, ‘type of work’ codes 

should be memorized.  
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Primary and Secondary Jobs 

In areas with much informal sector activity it occurs that people do more than one work 

activity to bring in resources. Please record the main source of income as the Current 

Primary Job, and second main source of income as the Current Secondary Job 

Form Header 

Enter the date of visit and 4-number fieldworker code. . 

Question 1: Ever worked for pay? 

Ask whether the person has ever worked for pay. Record the appropriate code as follows: 

Y= Yes, N=No, and X= Unknown.  

Question 2: Currently working for pay? 

Ask whether the person is currently working for pay. Record the appropriate code, again, as 

follows: Y= Yes, N=No, and X= Unknown. If the person is not currently working (Q2 = ‘N’, 

skip the current primary and secondary job section.  

Question 3: Unemployment code 

If the person is unemployed the response to Question 2 will be N=No. If this is the case ask: 

Why the person is unemployed?  

You should listen to the person’s answer carefully and select the unemployment code that 

best describes the person’s unemployment position. You should only select one code. 

Record ‘O  =‘Other’ if the unemployment position is not covered by the options given. If ‘O= 

Other’ is used, specify the unemployment position in ‘If other unemployment specify’ field. If 

there is insufficient space in the field then make a footnote and record the unemployment 

position in the space for comments.  

Establish what are the Current Primary and Secondary Jobs if the individual is CURRENTLY 

working (Q2 = ‘Y’). Record Questions 5 to 11 for the Current Primary Job then again for the 

Current Secondary Job. 

Question 5: Type of work  

Start recording for the Primary Job. Ask about the type of work the individual is 

CURRENTLY (Q2 = ‘Y’) and primarily doing. 

Record the appropriate type of work code. Codes are given at the bottom of the form for the 

variable, ‘Type of work’. There are many codes that need to be learned. Use ‘31’  - ‘Other’ if 

other an appropriate code cannot be found for the type of work done by this person.  If ‘31-

Other’ is recorded, specify the type of work done by the is person.  

Question 6: Sector 
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Ask about the Sector of employment, e.g. Manufacturing, Mining or Government Service, 

etc.. Record the appropriate Sector code on the form. Codes are given at the bottom of the 

form for the variable, ‘Sector’ and need to be learned. Use ‘31’  - Other’ if other an 

appropriate code cannot be found for the Sector employing this person.  

Question 7:  Period 

Ask about the period of employment, i.e. permanent, contractual, occasional, etc. 

Record the appropriate period code. (Codes on the bottom of form) 

Question 8: Employer 

Ask about who was the employer. 

Record the appropriate Employer code (Codes on the bottom of form) 

Question:9 Place Name 

Write the Place name as text 

Question 10: Place Code 

Use a appropriate place code for the place name (Codes on the bottom of form) 

Question 11:  Tax 

Ask about whether the person pays tax. 

Definition of tax is income tax or company tax: The field is used to identify informal sector 

activities since informal workers rarely pay tax. 

Secondary Job:  

Repeat questions 5 to 11 with for the Current Secondary Job using an equal amount of 

probing to get good responses. 
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14 Temporary Migration Module 

Who to include: 

The Temporary Migration form should be completed for every person in the household who 

was away for more than 6 months out of the previous 12 months. The RESSTATUS field 

should be either an “M” or an “O”.  

Best respondent: 

The respondent must be either the migrant or the household member who best knows the 

migrant’s situation 

a) Identification 

Complete the fields: village code, dwelling number, 4- number fieldworker code, visit date. 

b) Respondent’s identification: Q1 and Q2 

Q1: Complete the field “Respondent’s Census ID”. If the respondent is a household member, 

but not the head, then give the DSS ID. 

Q2: Complete the Respondent’s relationship to migrant. 

c) Migrant’s identification: Q3 and Q4 

Q3: Give the migrants name and surname 

Q4: Give the migrant’s Census ID. 

d) Duration of migration: Q5 

Record for how many years the person has been a temporary migrant. One year only 

corresponds to the year reported in RESMONTHS and should be recorded as 1. Therefore 

the duration should be at least 1. 

e) Place of temporary migrant: Q6. Q7, Q8, Q9 

Q6: Ask what is the place where the migrant lived the most in the last twelve months while 

they have been away.  

Record:  6a Place; 6b Town or City, 6c Province; 6d Country. 

Q7: Ask what is the place where the migrant lived the second most in the last twelve months 

while they have been away.  
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Record:  7a Place; 7b Town or City, 7c Province; 8d Country. 

Q8: Ask what is the place where the migrant lived the third most in the last twelve months 

while they have been away.  

Record:  8a Place; 8b Town or City, 7c Province; 8d Country. 

Q9: Ask whether he or she lived in more than three places while they were away in the last 

12 months 

f) Main reasons for the person being away: Q10, Q11, Q12 

Q10 Give the most important (10a) and second most important reasons (10b) for being 

away. If other, please specify in 10c. 

Q11. If the reason for migration (10a or 10b) is looking for work then ask whether they found 

a job and was it in the formal or the informal sector. The formal sector means working in an 

established company or institution and paying income tax. The definition of formal sector 

employment is working for a registered organization that pays tax and/ or paying income tax. 

The informal sector means buying and selling, or service type employment on a small scale 

and not paying tax. 

Q12: Type of work: If work is involved in the reason for move then capture the type of work. 

This coding system was used in the 2004 Labour module. 

[Note Traditional Healer code is 9 and not 31] 

g) Return Patterns Q13 

13. What pattern best describes the time he or she returned home in the last 12 months? 

Choose the code that best describes the pattern of migrant’s return. If a combination of 

codes is needed then enter multiple codes in question 13b 

If “Other” please under “specify” in Q13b 

h) Last physical presence Q14 

Q.14. Give the date when he/ she was previously in this dwelling. If unknown estimate the 

month (and year) if possible. 
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i) Last communications Q15 Q16 

Q. 15. Date of previous communication: Give the date of the previous communication 

between the migrant and somebody in the household.  

Q 16. Mode of communication:  What mode of communication was used in the previous 

communication? 

Use a given code; or enter 6 = other, and complete 16b, which is to specify the other mode 

of communication.  

j) Remittances Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 

Q 17. Filter question for Remittances section: Did the migrant send anything back to the 

household in the last year? Yes or no. If ‘No’, skip to Q24. 

Q18 Type of remittance Does the migrant send back (18a) Money? (18b) Clothing? (18c) 

Food?, (18d) Other?  

If 18d ‘other’ is selected then complete 18e, which is to specify the type of remittance. 

Q19  Are there any major items in this dwelling that the person bought, by cash or credit, in 

the last year (19a)? If Yes, describe, using 19b. If ‘No’, skip to Q20. 

Q20 main recipient: If Q18 includes money, then who is the money given to?. Give the DSS 

ID of the person. 

Q21. If Q18 includes money, then what is it usually spent on? (fill in the circle for each item 

mentioned by the respondent: 21a – 21k). If 21k ‘other’ is selected then complete 21l, which 

is to specify the type of expense the money is spent on. 

k) Remittance amount Q22 Q23 

Q22:  What is the amount/ value of goods sent home last month? If the migrant sends goods 

home, then ask the value of the goods in Rands. If the respondent can’t work it out then ask 

the quantities and assign a value. 

Q23. What is the amount/ value of goods sent home in the last year?   

Ask how much did the person send home last year in total. If the total is not known then 

probe for each month. Also, ask what items were sent home and how often. Calculate the 

value of the items. Add everything together to get the total. 
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l) Related moves Q24 

Q24 Are there any moves in or out this household that are linked to this person moving? 

Read the statement and fill in the circle if the respondent says yes. If 24f ‘other’ is selected 

then complete 24g, which is to specify the type of move. 

m) Children of migrants Q25, Q26, Q27, Q28, Q29 

Q25. Does s/he have children under 18 that do not travel with them when they go? If Yes 

ask Questions 26 to 29 for each child. 

Q26 Child census ID. Record this from the printed census form. 

Repeat Child ID in another row if there is more than one answer to question 27.  

Q27. Where do they stay while the temporary migrant is away? Codes:  

“H” means in this household;  

“R” means the child stays with a relative;  

“N” with a neighbour who is not a relative;  

“O”=other, Specify. 

If the child is staying with a relative (“R”) then record their relationship to the child. Use the 

HHRelation codes but with reference to the child, not the household head. E.g. If a child 

stays with her aunt, the relationship may be MZ or FZ, for mother’s sister or father’s sister.   

Write one row for each child. If a child stays in more than one place then write an extra row 

for each place the child stays; repeat the “Child ID” to link the different places to the same 

child. 

Q28. If child is ill, who decides to take him/her to get treatment? Codes:  

Give the ID if child is staying in the same HH. 

Give the “Relation to child” if child is staying with a relative. 

Give “N” if the decision maker is a neighbour. 

Give “O”, if the decision maker is none of the above. Specify who the person is.  

Q29. On a daily basis, who prepares food for the child/children? Codes:  
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Give the ID if child is staying in the same HH. 

Give the “Relation to child” if child is staying with a relative. 

Give “N” if it is a neighbour. 

Give “O”, if it none of the above. Specify who the person is.  

n) Comments Q30 

Record any relevant information about the migration that is not captured in the codes in Q30 

comments. 
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15 Map Updates (integration of GIS fieldworker) 

15.1 Supervisors 

a) If an old dwelling not occupied during last census (the number will appear in the map 

written in grey colour). If the dwelling is reoccupied, write # EXIST on the right column of 

the Supervision Form Blank and rewrite the number in red in the A1 or A0 map. 

b) At the end of each village, work with the GIS fieldworker to produce a summary 

document explaining changes in the map compared to previous census. Attach the 

report to the A1 or A0 map before submitting it to the census PSM. This document 

should include: 

a. New dwellings (with work completed by the GIS fieldworker) 

b. Dwellings with PCF but not appearing in the map (with work completed by the 

GIS fieldworker) 

c. Old dwellings reoccupied. 

d. Dwellings in the wrong position in the map (with work completed by the GIS 

fieldworker) 

15.2 Fieldworkers 

Report to the supervisor the following cases: 

a) Every time you find a problem in the map report it to the supervisor; 

b) Every new dwelling; 

c) Every old dwelling reoccupied; 

d) Dwellings that not appear in the correct position in the map. 
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16 Check List  

This is a guide to check forms at field and at Quality Checkers level. 

16.1 Checks for the populated census forms 

 a. Make sure that the DATE VISITED is filled-in on the census form and that it is 

within the census period. 

 b. For all mothers check the difference between the ages of each mother and child. 

Firstly, check the MOTHER ID, secondly check the mother’s DOB, lastly check the 

child’s DOB. If the difference is less than 12 years or greater than 49 then look for the 

problem. 

 c. Check that the genders are correct for questions that apply only to one sex, e.g. 

PREGNANCY OUTCOME FORM only for women. 

 d. Household head relation, check that the codes have sense especially for S (Son) 

and Z (Sister), and when there is more than one letter to explain the relationship. Use 

the GENDER, MOTHER ID and MARRIAGE STATUS fields to cross-check your 

entries for H Head Relations. This is very easy to do and often helps to establish the 

relationship. 

 e. Check that the citizen status of children corresponds with his father’s. 

 f. Make sure that RESMONTHS and RESSTATUS correspond and make sense. 

 g. Make sure that the number of events forms is correct by matching the numbers in 

the boxes on top of the census form with the LAST EVENT column, the information 

added to the bottom of the form and the actual events forms themselves. THIS IS A 

VERY IMPORTANT CHECKING STEP.  

 h. Check that changes on the Census Form are clearly written and they are 

comprehensive. 

 i. Check that all information is complete and that there are no missing codes. There 

should be no blank fields (either the correct code, “-“ or “X”). 

 j. Where applicable, check that codes correspond to options offered and no incorrect 

codes have been entered. Specially check between E (elsewhere) and O (other). 
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16.2 Checks for the events forms 

a) Check that there are no double entries, i.e. a birth and in-migration form for the same 

individual or a death and out-migration form for the same person. 

b) Dates of events on all events forms must be between the last census and the new 

date visited unless it was an event missed in a previous round. 

c) Check that the genders are correct for questions that apply only to one sex, e.g. on the 

death form only complete the box IF FEMALE if the gender at the top of the form is F. 

d) Make sure that linked fields correspond and make sense. E.g. On the birth form, if a 

HOSPITAL name is entered then the code in DELIVERY PLACE should be “+” for 

hospital. On the migration form, the PLACE CODE and PLACE NAME should 

correspond. There are numerous examples of this type of situation and they should be 

checked for consistency. 

e) Check that the information on the events forms matches that on the census form. For 

example, if a woman migrated-in because of a new marriage then she should have her 

husband’s ID in the marriage status field and not N for never married. 

f) Where two people in the household have similar names, double check that the correct 

name/person has been entered on the events form (if applicable). (There are a few 

cases on the database where names have been confused, e.g. Lucky and Lucy; 

Constance and Confance). 

g) Check the logic in fields such as SCHOLAR on the birth form, if the answer to 

SCHOLAR is N (no), then BACK TO SCHOOL should not be filled in with a code but 

rather “-” for not applicable. 

h) Scan the spelling of place names and if necessary check against the list of place names. 

i) Check that all the handwriting is legible. If not, consult the relevant field worker. 


